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A B S T R A C T 
The studies of metal cojq;>lexes are getting a quite good attention 
due to their iimnense usefulness in various branches of theoretical and 
applied ohesdstxy. The proteins aminoaeidSi aoides and pyrimidine form 
a very iaportant class of the liganis containing nitrogen and oaqrgen 
atoms in the functional groups. The Uganda are biologically ii^ ortant 
end are also such used in the different methods of chemical analysis. 
In biological reactions metallions play a very iagjortant role since the 
enzymatic reactions are mostly- activated or controlled by the metallic 
cations jwhich are in the combined state with proteins, lipids and other 
related conqpounda. The studies of metal con^ lexes of aminoacida and 
amides are impoxtant because they act as a model compounds for 
coi{>licated protein molecules. 
The work described in this thesis was started to study metal 
protein cooplexss but small molecules like aminoacids, amides end other 
con^unds related with protein structure were selected since these can 
be easily handled. This work has been discussed under the following 
headings( 
3 
(1) PolarogpapMc studies 
(2) Fotentlometric stuc^ es 
(3) Kinetic studies for the l^rolysis of aaddes 
PelflTQgraphic studies; 
Polarographic method has been found to have special is^ ortance 
in studying the eos^sition and stability of metal conplexes* In the 
present work tM.s method has been used to study the copper oos^ lexes 
of nalonaidde^  salicylaiaidey fomanidei threonine and proline* The 
polarographic ineasur^ ents were carried out with Fisher Elecdropode 
and dropping mercury electrode was used in conjunction with a saturate 
calomal electrode. The polarograms were recorded at different toi^ eratures 
ranging firom to 55^ *0 s«d' also at different concentrations of ligande 
and oetalions. The possibility of the hydrolysis of amides was negligibly 
small within the time required for taking a coa^ lete polarogram and it 
was e3q>eriinentally confirmed by T.L»C. in case of sallcylamide. The 
polarographic behaviour of the copper complexes of the above mentioned 
ligands was found to bo similar In alkaline medium vrtiere well defined 
o 
waves are obtained, the redaction of these coBqplexes was found to be 
irreversible and diffusion ecmtrolled. The half wave potentials wore found 
to depend on the pH and the concentration of the ligand. ' 
Effect of favdroxyl iona concentrationi 
The half wave potentials of salicylanide, nalonamide and theonine 
con^ jlexes of copper are shifted to more positive values with the decrease 
in lisTdrosQrl ion concentration. The copper formamide conplex was found to be 
unstable at lower concentration of hydroiQrl ions* The copper proline coB$)lex 
gives two waves below pH 6.2 and a well defined wave is obtained in the 
higher ^  range* 
Effect of met^-lon concentTOtiont 
In all these con^ jlexes the defusion current is found to be 
proportional to the concentration of metalions and the lUcovic eqaation 
is obeyed within the eaqperimental error*. 
Effect of ligand concentration and temperature and the detemdnation of 
the eoimpositian and stability confltanti 
The reduction of these con?)lexes is of an irreversible nature as 
clear ft'om the plots of B.d.e. Vs Log (i/id - i) (figurea.i/^  and hence the 
4 
coB5>oflition and stability were determined using SubratoaJaya'a method. 
The eon^ KJsitlon was detemined tgr using the eq[uatlon 
1 . X m ^ log Cx nF 
The plots of half wave potentials Ts - log Cx give straight lines and 
the slope of these lines was used to evaluate the coit^ osition. The values 
are given below for the various coaplexes. 
Name of the 
oosplex 
Concentration 
of bydrojqyl 
ions 
Slope of the 
plot E.d.e. 
Vs log i/id-i 
Slope of the 
plot Vs -
log Cx 
No.of moles 
of ligand 
combining 
with one gm. 
ion of metal 
Cu(ll) -salicylamide 
coB^lex 
0.65M 0.055V 0.06V One mole 
Cu(Il)>Malonamide 
complex 
0.3$M 0.06V 0.06V One mole 
Cu(II)-formamide 
eoBplex 
0.42M 0.15V 0.30V Two moles 
Cu(Il)-L Threonine pH«11.8 0.035V 0.032V One mole 
coa^ jiex pH»11.3 0.036V 0.032V One mole 
pH«»11.0 0.035V 0.032V One mole 
Cu(n)-L proline pH»»11.3 0.055V 0.054V One mole complex 
The probable atructtires for the various eoc^ jlexes are aa followss 
HgC< 
0 H. 
II 
C — N ^ 
« H 0 "2 
Cu 
OH 
OH 
w 
HO 
HH^ OCH 
OH 
CH^ - CHg - CH -
OH NHg 
Ou' 
COO 
HX C H —COO 
and m Cu 
OH 
OH 
OH 
The dissociation ecmstants of the oonplexes was calculated using the equation 
A Ej - - (Ej). . ^  ke - ^  in Ox 
The dissociation constant was determined at different tenperatures and a plot 
of - log K Vs 1/7 was used for the determination of internal energy. 
The entropy, ft^ee energy and other thermodynamic parameters were also 
calcsulated. The results are given in the following table. 
TeB55erature AE, (V) -log K - F/K. , System i cal.mol^  
308 0.408 7.688 10.840 
Cu(II)-iQalon£ad.de 
coBplex 313 0.398 7.419 10.630 0.054 
31 d 0.380 7.129 10.370 
323 0.376 6.875 10.160 
328 0.352 6.415 9.629 
Cu(II)-SaUcylamide 303 0.426 8.400 11.8 
coa^ lex 313 0.420 8.200 11.7 0.040 
318 0.407 8.900 11.4 
323 0.398 7.600 11.3 
328 0.390 7.400 11.1 
Cu(ll)-forffiand.de 
6.968 
303 0.955 5.535 9.73 coB^ lex 308 0.890 5*842 9.27 0.085 
313 0.786 5.775 8.42 
318 0.776 6.335 8.46 
323 0.864 8.42 
Cu(n)-L-thr0onine 298 0.457 9»131 12.45 eooplex 303 0.451 8.915 12.35 0.022 
308 ,0.448 8.742 12.31 
313 0.438 8.462 12.12 
318 0.428 8.192 11.91 
/ 
Potentloffietric MethodH 
The potentiomstric measursmenbs desciibed by Bjerrum have been 
videly used for determining conplex formation constant. This method is 
essentially that of pH titrations. In these measurements Cambridge pH 
meter was used alongwith Cambridge glass electrodes and saturated 
calomal electrodes, A.1J. observations were performed at constant 
ten^ eraturea. 
The copper proline complex was studied bgr the procedure 
recoimiended by A.Albert as discussed in the second chapter, ^ e values 
of the stepwise stability constants and overall stability constant were 
determined from the formation curve at n « 0.5» 1.5 a»i 1.0 respectively. 
The values are given below: 
7^^ 1.535 x 10^ ^ atn«0.5 
/S^ ^^  2.512 X 10^ at n = 1.5 and 
/3 ^  1.995 * 10^  at 5 « «.0 
The method of Habashy was followed for studying the stability 
constants of copper wid rijnc - uracil conqplexes and copper, ainc -
barbituric acid conplexes. The stability constants for the latter 
£ 
conplexes were determined graphically using the flmctioiM 
(l-n)a 
where a represents the concentration of ligand. Ihe stability conatants 
of the former con^ lexes^  i.e* cc^ per and zinc > uracil coiDplescesj were 
also studied using the graphic method* The function 
S-n a 
^ ° ( W T y " TmT%j 
was used to avaluate/^ 1 end A . The results are given ast 
Value of stability Value of stability Value of stability Value of 
constant for Cu(II)- constant for 2tt(ll)- constant for Ou(II)- stability 
uracil conplex uracil couples barbaturicacid constant 
complex for Zn(II)-
Barteturic-
- 4.05 X 10^  A « 5.85 X 10^ =1.6 x 10^  -0.66x10^  
/^a == 1.58 X 10^  / a -9.26 XV 10^  
Kinetic studies for the hydrolysis of aaddftsi 
To understand the alkaline hydrolysis of proteins and their metal 
coB5)lexes it was thought worthwhile to study the hydrolyais of amides which 
give buir«t react Ion in alkaline nedium. The studies were done at 
different temperaburesi concentration of amides and inaic strength. 
The rate of hydrolysis was followed measuring the anount of 
lunaionia evolved at regular intervals with the help of q)ectrophoitofflster 
using Nessler'a reagent (B»1)»H.). 
The kinetics of Iqrdirolysis of formamide and salicylamide was 
found to obey the first order equation with respect to the amide cox^  
coatration. The behaviour of malonajBide Is eij^ ected to be different 
from salicyleMde and formaiside. fhe results of foraamide and salicylamide 
are given belowi 
Sffeet of concentrations of anides 
Concentration of Value of k at Concentration of ?alue of k at 
femanjide 80®C saUjcylaadde gQOC 
6i 666x10"^ 
3.333x10'^ 
0.833x10'^ 
5.71x10 -3 
r3 6.096x10 
6.1912x10"^  
6.133x10 r3 
6.666r10"'S< 
3.333x10"^ ! 
1.666x10""^  
6.66x10"^ M 
1,013x10 r4 
1.26x10 r4 
1.537*10 r4 
2.324x10 .-4 
I t 
Effect of Tes^ eratare on the of anldes 
Tea^ . Valaie of k for formamide 
(a) 1.666x10*^ " 
Value of k for salicjlamide 
(a) 1.666x10-% 
70®C 3.671x10""^  -
75®C 5.132x10"^  1.675x10"^  
80®C 6.1912x10"^  
85®C 0.261x10"^  7.182x10"^  
9.180x10"*'^  11.233x10"^  
Effect of ionio strength on the hydrolysis of amides 
Ionic 
strength 
Value of k for fbraandLde 
(a) -6.666x10""% at 80®C 
Value of k for salicylamid© 
(a) = 3.333x10-'^  at 80OG 
0.66 7.409x10'^  19.8x10"^  
0.53 5.792x10"^  3.44x10"'^  
0.40 5.a31x10"^  1.979x10"^  
0.0 6.191x10*^  1.537x10"^  
r -L 
Activation Energy, Frequency factor and Entropy of the amides 
R A Andde A^Cals. Vaec. -'AS (entropy unit) onor. anon sit 900G 85°G 80OC 750C 
Formaiaide 3*290 5.62x10^  70.681 70.864 71.412 71.740 
Salieylauddo 6.909 1.26x10^  74.872 75.739 78.794 78.593 
It is obvious trom the results that th© rato constant depends 
wpcaa the concwitr»tion of re^ectiva anddes and it ms^ be due to the 
change of the dielectric constant of the laedinm, vitoich could not bo 
controlled daring the course of reaction. The effect of concentration 
of onides, tenperatur© and ionic strength was also observed and resulta 
have been used to calculate the entropy, frequency factor and activation 
energy. The ionic strength data shows that the reaction is taking place 
between a SBolecule and an ionj^ and hencs the following nachanisin is confirmed 
fOj On 0 
OH + C - HHg ^ HO - C - KHg HO - C + NHg 
H H H 
0 
5 - C - H 4. NHjt 
1 n 
OB 
' O T c o 
I 
Mr 
m. o 
• OH 
C - KHq 
I OH 
o .OH 0 I G -»• 
I OH 
o OH 
C « 0 + MH^ t 
0 -
On the basis of tha proposod Eaohanlsia it is clear that the electron 
attracting groups vdll accelerate and, electron withdravdng groups retard 
the reaction* 
The effect of SO»G bivalent netaliona on the hsyxirolysis was 
also studied for all the three axoides. It was found that the rate 
constant increases in the presence of copper but in presence of »inc 
the rate constant first of all decreases from its initial value and eifter 
that it increaserj on increasing the concentration of zinc* On the other 
hand in case of nickel the rate constant remains alsx>st the same on 
1 <J 
vaxyiag aetalion cowsentratton bat the value of rate constant 
decreases frott its initial value in presence of nickel. 
• 
Ihe effect of copper, ainc and nickel on the liydrolj''Si8 of 
salioylamide waa studied and it was obsexved that they pixjinote the 
reaction rate, almost tp -the seme extent and tha change in concentration 
of sietalions does not alter the rate constant* 
The hydrolysis of raalonandde was studied tinder identical 
conditions as those for formaiaide arai sslicylaudde. The rate constant 
and othor factors were calciilated in the usual way and are given belowt 
Sffect of concentration of maloneonide on its hydrolysis 
Conc«itration of Malonamide Value of K Bo 
6.666K10"'^  4.186X10"^  
3.333x10*^ 3.407x10"^  
1.666x10"^ 9.596x10"^  
0.833x10"^ M 13.^ 80x10"'^  
14 
Effdct of temp, on the Igrdrol^ sis of suklonaioido 
(a) • 1.666x10*^ 
leaperatuTd Value of K: 
TD'^ C 7.703x10"^  
75®C 8.890x10"^  
ao®c 9.596x10""^  
85®C 13.150x10^ ^ 
90®C 16.180x10"^  
Effect of ionic strength on the licrdrolyais of nalonandde 
(a) • 3.333 X at 80®C 
Ionic strength Value of K 
0.66 8.31x10"^  
0.53 5.44x10*^  
0.40 5.417x10"^  
0.0 8.369x10"^  
i 
The «»chanisa in this case my be eaqpressed in a way similar to 
that of formamide and salicylawLde Igr the following schenet 
G - NH, 
II 2 0 
NaOa 
Excess 
I? 
0 - OH 
eg? ® 
NaOH 
HHj' 
Excess 
HgC< 
.COOH 
COOH 
4NHJ 
Ths effect of copper, sine and nickel was also studied on the rate 
of hydrolysis of nalonaadde and it was found that the rate of hydrolysis 
increases in presence of aeialions and follows the inequality 
Copper > Zinc ;> Nickel. 
The activation energy, frequancy factor and entropy in ease of 
fflalonamide were also calculated and given in the following table i 
^ ^ ^ ®/K.Gals Vsec. - ^ S (EntroDV unit) 9000 85^ 80OG 75®C 
Malonamidt 9*340 6.3x10^  59.530 69.917 70.519 70.643 
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4 1 
Tbe useAilness of metal chelates in various branehae of 
theoretical and applied chemistry and other allied fi^ds is generally 
recognised^Throughoat biological acratems metalic cations are 
fomid to be intenately associated vdth proteins and other related 
conpounds^ . The study of laetal-prote:^ ! conplexes is one of the central 
probl«as of biochemistry and it has become desirable to conjjare in 
detail the foraation of netal-protoin con5>lexes with the formation 
of sin^ lar coa^ lexes. The work of J.Sjerzvtmf " Metal Amnine Formation 
In Aqueous Solxition stionlated mch interest in the study of loetal 
coiq>lexes of sis^ le organic molecules and such observations have been 
extended to amlnoacids^ , p«^ tides and related con^ KJunds. 
The cosqplexes of the (7(.-amino acids are of great stability, and 
have been studied extensively. L^^ Bruni aiKi Fomara^ suggested that 
Cu(II) glycine is en inner conplex. The dosp blue colour of the 
coicpound indicates Cu(II)-nitrogen linkages, and the possible formula 
is CuCNHCI^ COKi)^  but it carmot be the stricture because tl» properties 
of vetTT aiftrfler to [CuCOQCGHjlgCliH^ )^ ] which 
seems to Jasti^ Sr ths fonnula 
Cu< 
CH \ 2 
5-oy 
This eoaqpoond is a nonelectrolyte and the Cu(IX) is coordinately 
sataratM, for It ateorbs aBssosla only ^ ry slowly, the «<iPP«ar (tl) 
compounds of o^ -afflinoBcidfi are so stable that thay do not respond to 
most of the tisoal tests for Cu(n) ion* The reBsarkable stability of 
the copper chelate of the cZ-aBinoaeid group ia also illustrated lay 
7 the *iork of ICarla' who studied several acids of the type 
(CHJ 2'x CH COOH 
NH^ 
where x««e,3» o** 4 (o^ ,-/"-dianinobatyric acid, oraithine and lysine). 
In each case the usual properties of the corboxyl group and the 
11 
adJaceKb amitio group are cou^ jletely aaeked, ljut the other amtno 
group retains Its chjsracterietie behaviour* L-prolino forms coaplttxes 
with the different metal ions «nd the qosposition and stability of 
6 o 
the Gu(IJ) and 2Sb(II) coajxtexea were determined bgr Li and Doody 
VLBixLg polarographic, poteiiti<aBetri©, conductoaajsric and apectn^hoto-
•etric techniques. Eleven possible isoners of Co(IIl) with 
L«-proline have been separated and their electronic absorption apectra 
and circular dichroism spectra are reported. This work describe the 
use of aisinoacide that delibratel^  aceenttuate the etereoepecifie 
effects in such a waj that an assignment of absolute Configuration 
can be sssde* 12 
Tasui studied the_ circular dichroism of Cu(lI)-L-threonine 
couple* along with ceHain other copper (II) coE^ silexes with optiosUy 
active aminoacids. Latter on the coo3>Iexss^ ^ of Ca(II)'-ttareonine| 
lysine, arginine etc were otudied potentioaetrieally and polarographi-
cally- and the ratio of afldnoacid to Cu(II) in the coB^ex was ibvnd 
to be 2x1 in each ease. The results were intezpx^ eted on the basis of 
the molecular structure of the aiainoaeids* Sharma^^ studied the 
stability constants of EMtal co)Q)le3t»s of lF>threonine ani serine with 
Cviill), a-^ II), Ni(II), Mil) ana Pb(Il) at iiith the help of 
pH asetric titraticne. SteMlities follow the adijuwice 
Ito^ * W 
Or^ aaic h®t«rocyclic derivatives alao form verioaB complexes 
in 
with transition netal ions. Poettiltt» and Fremssler '' stiviiea ibe i^ eaotiont 
of thlobarblturio acid darivativaa are gmierall^  tbe s^m aa thoae of 
barljiixuric aoid derivatives. Beg« Khan and Ashraf^ ^ also studied the 
eoBjpoaition and stalolity constant of a»tal barbitme eosplex in alkaline 
aaditui with the help of polarograpiiy and Aiq^ erooetry. 
3iace a long time it uas believed that only biuret and its 
derivatives can give the coloured coB^ leoces the interaction of any 
oopper salt in strong alkaline aadiua. Sat Schiffs^ '^ '"^ ,^ invaati^tions 
had shown that so aany substances other than biuret are capable of giving 
the eharacteristio vi<aet colour and that such coB|>ound8 could be related 
to three ftindaaiental structures via., Ealonamlde, salicylaiidde and oxaadde. 
On the basis of detailed reisearohes into the potior of isides, 
diajBides and otheer related co8$)oand8 to form oci9B|>le3ces vith uatal 
Tashugaeff (1907) proposed the structure of these oooplexes (analogous 
to biuret derivatives) ae 
OC N H - . ^ ^ . m CO 
m ^ 
oi — m m — i o 
£2 
As « r«8ialt of observationa on coordination eoB3>oand8 of the typo 
0 >-o-
1 
-.Q CO H ' ' ^"N do 
0 
HO HO OH H H , 
and other related ooaioanda Ffeiffer foruulated the Ca(XI)-ldtiret 
ec^ejws^*'^^ as 
fHI 
H 
yCO -K. 
H 
:flH 
0* 
K 
H 0" 
nr 
Thla irtroctujne accounts satisfactori^ j^r for all properties of tbase 
coaqpoands. 
6 
II 
Rising* Hieks and Moorlra studisd the Isiux^ t reaction of 
diaeideaddes. fhey proposed that in diaeidamides tlwnk aust be two 
acid bgrdrogen atons in each aoloculo for salt formaticax and ona or 
mora anijie N-atoms for coiqplex ion fomation. 7hd aodda group also 
weakens the strengths of the amides as acids so that salt formtion 
is ultimately hindered. Tfaas, Muret* oxamide, end nalonamide readily 
•how the Muret reaction, fhe mno end ej^ nnetrioal dialkylated oxaaide 
and N-ac^ noalkylated valonaidde also show the reaction which is not 
e^bited \fy xinayuBetrieal and trialkylated oxaaide and alkylated 
loalonaBddes. th&y also discussed the preparation and cheadoal behaviour 
of Ka--0u«nal<aia8iidef Na-Cu-biuret and other related coiqpiouzids. Pfeiffer 
23 
and (Easer studied the inner cois>lex salts of hydroscylated acMamides 
and discussed the structure of biuret coipounds. they studied the ooii$>lex 
salts of the type 
Cu^ 
C(OH)N'' ' N J C(OH) 
H H 
which May be fonnlated in the tautomeric fora 
11 
0-
c^—n^ 
0 C g H ; 0 
NiCO 
Thes* sslta are cftpabOLd of forming dooply eoloared aXkali saXta of th« fom 
CO t N 
H 
C 
.0 G^H^ 
RtCO 
U 
K 
where H'*' represents the slkall sietal ion 
IHabelgr^ ^ and Poltter aade a eonparativ* studjr of the reaction* of 
salioylaaide and amlioyl thloaxdde. They eatabllihed a different behacvioor 
touarde the cations Cu(II), Cd(II), Fe(m), Ni(n) and Co(II). Allen Agren®^  
•tudied the eoi^)leac fomatlon constant along vdth the therttPdyna»lo para-
mrtera of the Fe(XII)-aalieyla»ide ooiqilex* Farley, Strong and Bedolek^ ^ 
ooBpared the atabilil^  constanba and oonqposltims of the two chelates;^  I.e. 
11 
P«(in)-flallcyl«nide ch«late and F«(II)-«itiiiyoin« k^ chelate. Th» 
cooMlmtlon of antlacrcind k^ aM >fonBainido8elicyl-H-hitylaBine 
(fSM) with Pe(ni) was Investigated ty the aiethod of contimouf 
variation. PSM coordinated vdtb Fe(in) in a 1t1 ratio at on observed 
pH. of 2.9* intlflyeine forma a 2»1 chelate vdth Pe(III) at pH. 2.6o. 
As the pH. was lowered the ration changed to a 1*1 chelate at pH 1 • 1.5. 
The stability constants of the 1t1 Pe(in)-FSM (log K, 6.5) and Po(IIl)-
antinycine A^ (log K, 7.8) chelates were eoB|>awible with «ie constant 
for 1t1 Pe(m)-salicylainide chelate (log K, 9.0). The stability of the 
2t 1 antiaycine A^ -Pe(lII) conplex (log K, 15) was considerably less thfoi 
reported for a 2t1 salicylaadde Pe(III) ohslate (log K, 13.3). Ihe 
Fe(III)>antiayeine chelate was postulated to be bidentate 6»aeeibered ring 
structure inrolTing the l-carboxacide and 2»bydrox9^  Amotions of the 
27 
aronatio nafcure of antiigrcine A^. Battey and Chraddon studied the 
Ni(IX) hydro-salicylasdde complexes with the help of ligand exoliange 
teohiique. The presence of aoisture^  af^ ispurity or wrong prop«rtions 
of reaot^ts led to hydrolysis of the ligand and rapid precipitation of 
red czystals of bisnickel (XI), i^oh are rery hard to separate ftvn the 
faydro^salicylanlde eoi|ilex. 
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It was studied and found tbat fornaialde gives a soluble 
bluish-violet coujjlex only in hi^ly alkaline range and In the lower 
alkaline medium it gets precipitated* The following oonpoimds were 
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crystalised firom water solution containing lilO a»le ratios of 
netal salts and forsaiaide (I), acetiodide (II) or ttonometlngrl (Ill) 
where M • Ni^^ Co^* and Ito^ * 
« M - Cu^* Mtt^ * and Cd^* 
« « • Co^* and M^ '*' 
M l II and III oosQ}lexes are triclinio and isoiDorphous with 
the analogue chloride. The substitution of NO^ for halogens does not 
Changs the struoture of a III coB i^ex. The c<^ per^ (^II) reacts with 
the forMa«Lde, p-aninobenzoicacid, p-anisidine etc. in anhydrous 
ethanol to give Cucl^ . 2k. Where L represents the ligand. The oonplexes 
of the type Cucl^ .A. Etofi were formed with SHphensrlonediamine and 
tt M 
n M Za^* or Cd^ "^  
hftxametl^ 'lene tdtrandne. AH eoBpl«xes ar« at able In dry air lait 
they decoaposa in solution. 
PaoL^ and Vaidya studied the polar nature of forn^de and 
to develop it as a polar aolvent, conductance neasurments of organic 
tertiary bases and prottmic acids in formaiside have been carried out* 
The plots of flpecifib conductance of organic tertiary bases and protonic 
acids Vs. their conposition indicate the formation of ooapounds of the 
solatc/formaiDide molar ratio of I t 1 t 2 and lit. Folaregri^ hic^ ^ half 
wave potential and solvation of alkali metal and alkaline earth metal 
ions in solvents of different donor number were detemdned. The corelation 
shows that the solvatiiig.properties of a s^vent become strong<»r with 
increasing donor prc^rties. 
From the literature provided on the metal coa^exes of aminoacids, 
amides, peptides and other relatv^  eoiq>omids, it is obvious that little 
attention has been paid to the application of electrometrio methods, 
ejpeoially polarography, for the elucidation of the structure and stability 
of such complexes. The wox^  described in this thesis was undertaken with 
a view to «qpply electromstric methods for elucidating the structure and 
stability of copper (II) coi^ jlexes of L-Proline, L-Threomine, Malonamide, 
Salicjdmide, Formamide, Uracil and Barbituric acid. The Kinetic irtiudies 
of the alkaline hydrolysis of amides and the effect of the different 
11 
bival^t mstal iona on the rate of hydrolysis was also undertaken. 
Only those ajaidea wore chosen for these studies which were found to 
give biuret reaction similar to that of proteins. 
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( I H T B O D B G T I O N ) 
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PoXarograpbic method has become very ia^ orteat for studying metal 
complexes in solution during the last two decades. The study of eoa^ lex 
metal ions by the polarographie method is based on the fact that the 
reduction potentials of metal ions at the dropping mercury electrode (D.M.E.) 
are usually shifted to a more negative value bgr cos^ plex formation, aM bgr 
measuring this shift as a function of the concentratim of the eons>lex 
fomdng substance both the formula and the dissociation constant of the 
coii^ lex can be determined. Until recently quantitative data could be obtained 
only for reversible reduction of the coiaplex metal ion on the D.M.E. but a 
variety of never methods have been developed which are also applicable to 
irrevorsiWLe systems. 
Determination of Compoaition and the Stability Constant of a Reversible 
Difftision Controlled System; 
(«) Formation of a Single Complex 
The Heyrovskyollkovic^  equation esipresses the half wave potential 
(E^ ) for the reduction of a metallic species in terms of the diffusion 
current (id) end the current (i) at any other point on the polarographie 
wave, corresponding to the potential (B^  ^  ) applied to the mercury drms CI eOe 
B, » El - ^  Ln 'd.e. " - nF ^ id-i (1) 
The validity of this equation has received ai^ le experimental verification , 
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Provided that the reductions occur roveraiWly, the value of a 
eoa$>Xexed ^ eoies/ viH have a more-negative value than that of the 
single species MA. measure of this shift serves to determine both the 
coordination number and the staMlity constant of the conqplex. It Can 
sisply be shovn that the shift, to a first approximation^  Igr ignozlng 
activity coef^ oients> may be ejqpressed in the following relationsMp^ 
' V e - " * U L M (8) .t EjOo 
in which and (Sp^ a^ re the half wave potentials of the sisple and 
co^lexed species^  respectively, is the coordination number of the 
coBplex, its stability constant, and C^ the Hgand concentration. 
Half wave potentials of cofl|>l0x:ed metal ions shift with changing 
activity of the complexing'ligand in accordance with 
A ^ ^ - i r - (3) at .5O0 
Hence the number of ligands, j, bound in the coa^ lex la found 
from a plot of log C^ Vs. E5r the application of equation (2) the 
stability constant can be determined* 
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(b) Foraation of > Series of Goffiplexas with a Siaagle Ltgand typo 
In this category, there are essentially two classes of systems, 
yi2.,(i) those in which each eoa|>lex species exists orQy within a definite 
region of Xigani concentration i*e. two or more complexes, tdth different 
coordination numbers, are not present together end (ii) ay stems which 
consist of a series of eoii$}Xexes in step^ equilibrium i«e. two or more 
} 
conplexes co-exist, bat different species predominate at particular ligand 
c one entrations. 
(i) Occasionally, a plot of log C^ Vs. produces a segmented 
curve, indicating the presence of a series of complexes whose stability 
constants and formalae may be found from the Tarious se^nents^^. Such 
behaviour is shown, e»g., in the ferro-ferrioxalate. Zinc-ammonia etc. 
lystems. The segmentation of the curves to be sufficiontly pronounced 
for the calculation of stability constant data, the constants must differ 
by a power of ten or tore. 
(ii) For a ^ stem of oonplexes in step-equilibrium, the plot of 
log C^ Vs. (fi^ )^  is a continuous curve. The first serious attea^ jt to 
consider the full ifflplications of step-equilibria in the study of conplex-
formation by the polarographic method was made by De Ford"^  and Hume who 
obtained the following relation between the change in half wave potential 
and the free ligand concentration fXl for a reversiKLe metal deposition 
1 7 
II 
Where aE^ » (E^ )^  - (E^^. 
Hertt| Ij^  and are the dif^sion » currmt constants for single and 
coatplex metal ions, re^eotively, the ^^ are activity coefficients, 
the ^^ are stability constant (pt^  » 1 for the zero cos^ lex), and Lx] is 
the free ligand concentration* 
If all aeasuremeats are nade at the same ionic strength and the 
actiTity quotients dropped from ec^ . (5), the R.H. side msy be denoted 
tgr P^ [ 2 ] , indicating that it is a fiinction of free ligand concentration, 
and may be writteaa as 
A new function, F^  [ XJ , may then be defined by 
F, Ix] .[-fi-pj-iaj = + |X1 + Pj ixf * ... (7) 
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Similarly 
1? r -v T Pjj J I X ] 
from equation (7) a plot of Ixl Vs. [x] gives a curve having a 
limiting slope Pg at Ix] • 0, and an intercept of Such plots are 
made for each iUnetion until all the con^ lex ispecies are accounted £or» 
and for the highest complex a straight line parall^ to the concentration 
a3ds is obtained which indi.cates that no other cos^ leK epecies is present 
in the system. In the original Deford - Hume*^  derivation, (^)g was 
desi^mted to show that it was the half wave potential of the aiople 
z ® 
ion when its activity was unity. The first term in e(pi. (5) is unity, it 
is, in fact, /^ -^ U, As used above, refers to the value obtained 
in a medium of the same ionic strength as that used in the measurements 
on the coaplexed cation. The ligand number, n , is defined ty 
d(LogF /XJ ) 
' d{log LXJ ) <95 
so that a plot of log Ixl 7s. log [X] gives a curve whose aO-ope at any 
point gives the value of n corresponding to a particular value of [XJ . n 
then represents the average con^ josition, MX- , of the species present in 
solution. On increasing [XJ , the coisposition will approach that of the 
highest con^ jlex, MX^ , and eqn. (4) may be esgjressod as 
11 
A B^ + » log ^  • N log LXJ (10) 
Eqn,(10) and are idontical under these conditions if it is 
assumed that Ij^  « and [X] » 
Formation of Miaced~ligand Complexes 
Deford and Hume's method is applicable to the systems of cooplexesi 
having onl^ one ligand and metal ion^  in step-oquilibrit2m« Schaap and 
A 
McMasters ejcbended this technique to deal with miarad ligand systems. For 
a complexing reaction of the type* 
H + iX 4- jY MX^ r^  (11) 
where and are atoicheiometric numbers end different 
ligands respectively. The same DeFord and Ktama esqjression for the F^  X 
i^ inotion may be written as 
^00 ... ^ • f Pi'J,.,. (12) 
(13) » antilog ^ WIq-^^ 
As before, each term in equation (12) is determinable except for -^M, 
which is included in the resultant equilibrium constants. For a total of 
11 
three hemtd ligands, of the type X and J, factorisation of the 
Amotion leads to 
Pol ^ ®o2 ^ • ®03 l^ J ^  J'^ J' * 
he W ^ (14) 
or Fqj^  I X,X.l « A + 8 IXJ • C [x f ^ D [X]^  (15) 
where, for a given LU $ A>B,0, and D are constants. The original 
graphical solution may be applied to the F^^ data if the activity of one 
one the ligands is held constant while that of the other is varied. 
Determination of Composition and Sfcability Constanta of Cocolsxed 
Metal I cms. (Irreversible Difftision Gontro^ed Sr/st^ as) 
There have been following sain netboda devised for the deteraination 
of stability constants of metal ecmplBXiB which undergo irreversible 
reduction at the D.M.E,, or which are electroinactive. Iheae methods 
isake use of the phenomsnon of competitive eonpleccation l|y two metal ions 
with the same ligand. In these cases stability constant data for one of 
the metal ions with the particular ligand need to be known and this is 
referred to as the "indicator ion". 
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The method, based on raaasurement of dif.f\ision currents, Is 
applicabJje to syatems in which a sin^o, atahle and non-labile coniplex 
ia formed* The ofchora, baaed on half-wave potential determination, are 
applicable to aystems characterised ty a set of metal-ligand atep-
equilibria. 
Method of Schwaraenbach for Stable* Mon-labile Complexes 
Suppose that a metal ion roacta with aome ligand species, X, 
to foMi a eoB5>le3C| MX, which ei.ther undergoes irreversild-s reduction at 
the D.M.g. or ia non-reducible. In order that the stability constant of 
MX, Kj^ (K rather than p since we assume that only the 1i1 co^lex is 
formed) may be determined, it is necessary to have ligand in excess to a 
cofl^ jlex, KX, whose stability constant, Kj^ ^ is known and is of the same 
order as Kj^, Further, the wave of metal ion N should have reversible 
character, should occtir at a more positive potential than that of M and 
should be undetectable in the presence of NX if N and X are present together 
in equivalent concentrations. That is, KX mast be in such stability that, 
for[N]»fx]>no wave for free, unooaplexed K ia observable. 
The ea^ eriffiental procedure involves three essential stage®, nrstly, 
a polarograai is obtained for a known concentration of metal ion N in the 
11 
presence of excess ot a suitable sapportiag electrolyte tWit with 
co^ plexing agent absent. We will suppose that a single reduction wave 
is produced. Secondly, an ecjaiYalent conoentxation of Hgmi is added, 
where upon the reduction wami is shifted to a nore negative potential* 
Thirdly, a neasored (Quantity of i&etal ion, N, is added to the solution 
containing equivalent aBounts of K and X, This added ion coa^ petes for 
the ligand, some of which it abstracts from the previous formed i^Mies, 
KX, the following ecjoilibria being set up 
M 4 • H (16) 
Satisfactory use of the techni^e is ultimate dependent on the rapid 
attainment of this eq[ttilibriui&* On polarographing the final solution, a 
double wave system is obtained. The first wave is due to the reduction 
of N since this is liberated by the addition of M, the second is due to 
the reduction of HX and the hei#t of the latter is proportional to the 
steady state concentration of NX. Provided that the conditions have been 
pri^rly chosen, no interfermce from M or MX will occur. For a ligand 
such as SMA the wave for MX might well appear after that of hydrogen. 
Since it is assumed tbat all the waves are diffusion controlled, their 
heights are directly proportional to the e(2uilibriuffl oonowitrations of 
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M and NX. Soppoae that tha conoejrtration of metal ion K produced l^r 
eqallibrium is ^  and let the diffusion current oorrasponding to its 
redaction faa-vs a magnitude i^. From the atoichionetxy it follows that 
b mst be ecjaal to thd conocmtratiou of M formed. If the concentration 
of N was originel3Ly G^ and if that of the added metal was 0||» the familiar 
mass action esqpreesion for the e^ilibriua constant may b© deriwd as 
follows) 
M 4 + N 
Initial amounts M^ S 0 0 
Equilibrium amount (Cjf b) (G^ j-b) b b <17) 
7he equilibrium constant| is then given l:{|r 
K . tiaU pf. foryard rey^ tiofi , „ ^ Rate of backward reaction CCjJ-bK^ J-b) 
S<]uation (id) can further be e^ Kpressed in terms of the measurabls diffusion 
current i^ and the latter being the dif^sion ourrent constant. Now 
bfKi^  therefore 
b - X (19) 
t being the appropriate Ilkovic constant. 
also, 
Substitution of these equations for Cjj and b into equation (18) gives 
K . 2 (21) 
nultiply numerator and denoadnator by C^ ai^  rearrange the equation 
f t 
V (22) 
since Cjj « k Ijj 
.2 
^b^H (23) 
Now Kg may be defined bjjr 
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so that, when K,,^  is known, E ^ is readiljr detendnable. This technique 
g 
was used Schwarzenbach and Sandera^  to study th» oonplexes of Vanedius 
with SDTA. Xhe indicator ion was copper. 
Method of Subrahmanva using potential d^ tai 
A method due to Subrahmanya is a modification in the treatment of 
11 
Iiingane tgr laaaxaaahl^ ® and Tanaka for an isxeversibla process, i.e.. 
^log C^ hF 
% using th«. fflodifladi Hayroval^ -Iltovlc aqaation for an irreversible 
rednctiont 
i.e. - - ^ 3 (27) 
from vhioh<^ ma oaleulated. thus j wae solved and the dissociation 
constant E^ evaluated from the equation 
AEj - (E^ )^  - (Ej). . ^  to . (28) 
The jDetbod has been applied to the study of the mono, di, end tri-ethanol-
amines of iron, cadmiua, nickeH, cobalt, copper, lead and zljac at 30®C 
in basic laedia. The success of the method relies upon the reversibility of 
the sinqple ion in e<}ai. (27) and conditions giving a constant value oScC , 
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00 that it vaa inappUoabXe to cobalt and niekal, although the fonailae 
of the ooi^ lexes, includit^  the tidxad-ligaad ooaplexee, were deduced. 
Method of Rtnghon and Eriksson for Sygteaa of Several CoaplejEea 
This oathod also depmids t^n the availability of a suitable 
iMieator ion trfilch aast vaidorgo rermraible reduction at a mor® poaltire 
potential than an ion tthose coiDplexes are to be studied. It may be applied 
to eoaqplexss whose reduction proceeds irreyersibly or which are nonreducible* 
It has already been domxastrated that the sain characteristic of a labiLe 
aysten of coaplexes is that a single polarographic ware is produced whose 
half wave potential is shifted to SK»>e negative values as the concentration 
of added ligand increases. Consequently a reversibly reduced wetal ion, H, 
will have its shifted lensr a characteristic amount on addition of a 
i^ ecified amount of coBfjloxing agent. If metal ions, M, are then added to 
the system, they will coupete with N for association with X and reduce the 
effective amount of ligand available for coB|)lexation with the indicator 
species. As a result, the £i for N will now correspond to a smaller value 
of free ligand concentration so that the observed H^^ value will occur at 
a less negative potential than in the absence of M* 
11 
t 
In each ease the ^Bi T»ltto will be l«ss than the value for the Indicator 
The practical procedure in this case iwrolves essentially two 
stages. Firstly, a series of A values are obtained for N over as 
wide a ligand concentration range as posfdKLo and in fairly small 
incremsats. If the coajjlexes forraed in the system are relativtOy 
weak it my be assumed that the total analytical concentration asy be 
identified with tho .ftraa ligand concentration, 1x1. A gr^ qph aay then 
be drawn of as a fkinction of IX j . the entire set of measorem^ta 
is then repeated in the presence of a fixed concentration of metal ion M. 
i 
system alone and a plot of Ag^ Vs. [x3 will lie below that for the first 
curve and idll, at higher values of [X] , becoiae parallel with it. When 
this latter effect is obs«rved, the naxiJBUB cooxdinaiion number of the 
system MX has been reached. In order to make the change in shift 
measurable for practical tise, it is usually necessary to make the concok-
tretion of metal ion M of the ordar of IC^  times greater than that of m. 
The ligand number n" of the cystem N, X is defined ty 
« f^tttq, CftBfientrft^ f^fi^  9f X ^ lyiyyi to ji 
Total concentration of N 
Cy « [X] 
S « (29) 
2R u
Thus, the total concentration of ligaiid bofond to K is givai, for 
ai^ value of its analytical conc«ntration, ^  n' Cjj. When M ia also 
presanti the ligand number n of the aystem MX is gives ae 
(30) 
which beeoaas at the E| of the wave of the system M 
Cj^- (Xl - n*cy2 
n * M % (31) 
Since Cjj is tasaally very less than C^ ,^ the last term in the nuinerator 
of e<|uation (31) is wsually ignored, Thas, from the two Vs. I X] 
ploto it ia possible to directly determine ths free ligand concentration, 
with [X] values known, n data follow immedjiat^ y. The formation curve 
for the aystem MX may now be drawn which megr be Integrated graphically 
to give FQ I X ] date using the relation 
» A . 
or log F^ IX] « n dlog [X] (33) 0 
d 
tt F^ fx] » -fw (34) 
Thft )BialQ disadvantage of the teehniqae is that it etm be soBta what 
Iftboriotts in that not only are two aets of aE^ data required, bat 
the fortBation curve which results has to be integrated in order to 
obtain f LXl data, o 
Hetboda Applioable to aystems in which either Rgrersible or 
Irreversihle. Dimsion Controlled Redaotiona Oeottr 
The Kethod is baaed t^n tha aeamrement of the change in diflUsion 
coefficient of a sietal ion whian it becomes cosgplexed. This net hod is 
applicable to cases where a s^ Mgle ooaplex is formed or when a number 
of coiqplexes take part siBultaneousJ;?' to the over all diffusion 
current. 
Method of Kacwm and Matouseki 
Kecena and Matousek consiiered a 8i8$>le coa^ lexation process of the 
type 
where K^ and K^ are rate constants for formtim end dissociation of MX 
respectively* The stability constant of tha complex, Kj^ , ia given by the 
ratio of the rate constants, &ny arbitrarily chosen t^e 
3C 
interna. T, a metal ion ie present in the firee» tmoon^ ilexed form for 
a certain f^ aetion» Tjj, of this intenrel* and as the conplex diiring 
the remaining fraction^  
Since ^jj •» lAy andt^ j^  » lA^j it follows that 
The mean one dimensional di8plaeement« ^ , of a particle dttring its 
mean life time^T^ is given by the Binstein-Smolachowski equation 
(37) 
7he m6an> qaadratio shift in the present instance is thus given hgr 
^MX being the shifts fbr flree and complexed ions and The 
difflision coefficients of 8ii||>le and coiQ>lexed ions respectivsOy. 
C represents the mean diffiision coefficient. Substitution for in 
equation (38) n^ ves 
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or ® - * ®MX W V ^ 
Now 
h^erofort 
Bmieo 
the dlfAision euri*ent decreased as the £vb ligand concentration incraasos. 
For a ayatea vhera only one eoa^ lax, MX, Is fomad, the mtnlinaiB value of 
i^ f reached at a certain «Kcesa of ligand, corresponda to eooplete formation 
of MX. In the presence of exoeaa of X the formation of MX is paeado-flrst 
order i.e. rate of fornation • K^ I Ml •> I M H M ] and the eqailibrium 
constant « IMX] / [Ml » K IX} . Following the save procedure one can 
obtain the siean difAiaion coefficient, of the ainaltanecusly diffusing 
free and co^ plexed icmat-
^ ^ 1 • Kjjj tXJ ^^ ^^  
When a woiaber of co«|>lexe8 contribute aiaoltaneou^ to the overall 
diffusion currant. 
32 
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where repreaents aiean Ilkovie eoafficient for the system and K^ 
stands for Individual Ilkovio coefficients* Thus for each a aQTSten the 
mean dif^sion coefficient i s g^ ven l^ r 
5 . ^ (/f^j 
t'^MX^ LX 3 ^  
1 
If one i^ ecies, MX^, predoialnateB over a concentration range then equation 
(V-f) becoB»s 
I 
whaice ia deterained firom the variation of limiting current with [X] . 
J 
In the present work iie have atteapted to study the eo^ position and 
the dissociation constants of the Ctt(II) ooB|>3jexes of salieylanide, aalo* 
naadde, fonuidde, I<-threonine^  L-proline using polarographic techniqaes 
in the aUcaline nediuK* fhis work is in continnation of the previous worl^^^ 
which was started to study the Cti(IZ)-coiq)lexes of snail nolecules having 
structure slndlar to peptHes and related coiq)ounas. 
E X P S R I M E N T A L 
11 
A !» P A B A T V S 
PolarograpMc sfcudiea y&ra eaxried out with Fisher Elecdropode 
62x1 a droppli:^  mr&xey electrod« in eonjunction with a saturated calomal 
electrode were used. distilled oerctay was used in the dropping 
mwcmy electrode. All the polarograaui vtre taken after d»»a»ratj^ n of 
the test solution with purified nitrogen gaa. fhs teo^ erature vas oaintained 
constant within ± in a universal thermostate Mechanik Prufgerate 
Medingen. 
Preparation so^ utipq^ i 
Stock solutions of copper nitrate (0.20M), sodium-hydroxide(I.OM) 
and potassitun nitrate (I.OM) were prepared Igr dissolving Anala B (B.D.H.) 
grade aateiial in conductivity water. Phosphate buffers were pr^ared 
from A»B. disodium hydrogen phosphate^  sodium hydroxide and sodium 
dihydrogen pho^hate (Britton H.T.S., Hydrogen Ions, 1932, p.223). 
pH Values of the buffers were eheeked bgr Beckman meter model G. 
A stock solution of trlton 3t-100 (0.0056) and fttchsin (0.0158) were prepared 
and used as the maxinim suppressor in different systems. 
I<-threonine (pire, L.Idght and Co., Ltd.) was dissolved in 
11 
conductivity vator to prepare a O.SOM stock solution. A 0.20M solution 
of salicylaffiLde (H<^ kin and Williama Ltd., En^and) was prepared by 
dissolving 1.37l4g in potassium nitrate, supporting electrolyte, 
solution in a 50.0 ml. flask tgr the addition of a few drops of NaOH. 
Salicylaiaide vas found not to l^rolyse vithin the time required for 
taking a complete polarogram l:(jr carrying out T.L.C. of the test solution^ ,^ 
tP A 
A 0.20H solution of malonamide (m.p. 170 0) was prepared Isy dissolving 
1.60g in 50.0 nil. of supporting electrolyte, KNO^ Cl.OM), solution. 
Formamide (E.Merck) was dissolved in conductivity water and a stock 
solution of 1.0M concentz^ itian was prepared* 
All polarograms were recorded at the sensitivity 5X. Polarograma 
were recorded at different teiaperatures ranging from 35®C to 55®C keeping 
other variables constant. Polarograms were also recorded at different 
concentrations of metal ion and ligands. The results are given in the 
following tables. 
z? o 
Current (2.5X10"'^Amp.) 
o o z o m z —« 
XI > 
o z 
o -T1 
> 
f-o z > 
o m 
"0 o r > 
33 O o > 
cn 
Tl 0 
- ( 1 m 
a 
n T) m 
m z 
o o> o ^ K) Nj Ul tn O In O <jT 
m 
LogC i/(icj-i) 3 for curve (1) 
?> P p cs ci CJ> ^  KJOCJ KJ 
-logCMalonamidf J/mol for curve 2 
T A B X. S -1 
Conwntration of CUCKO^ )^  • 10.001M, Concentration of Riohsto * .0005^  
Concentration of JIaOH « 0.35M| Total Vol is nade upto 10 aa 
» 35®C 
j^l^ed fsm^p-pt^pa of ffftloi^AS. 
FotentiaX 
in (Volts) 
0.10M 0.08M 0.06H 0.04H 0.02M 
0.30 0 0 0 0 0 
0.32 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 
0.34 1 1.5 2 1.5 2.5 
0.36 3 4 3.5 3.5 5 
0.38 6 7 6 6.5 9.5 
0.40 10.5 1 1 10.5 11 15 
0.42 15.5 16 1 6 1 6 . 5 21.5 
0.44 20.5 21 21 22 26.5 
0.46 25 25 25.5 20 30.5 
0.48 28.5 27.5 29 29 32.5 
0.50 30.5 29.5 31 30 33.5 
0.52 31.5 30.5 32.5 31.5 34 
0.54 32.5 - - •m 
0.56 - m - -
0.58 m tm -> m 
0.60 m - -
0.422 O . 4 I 8 0.41s 0.416 0 . 4 1 0 
Where - represents the siallar readings 
3: 
X A B L E -3 
PolerofiTflmB with diffaror-t CQncentfAtlon of Popper nitrate 
Concentration of inalonainide O.O6K, Concentration of fUshaiA 0.0005^  
Concentration of Na(B 0.35M« Total volume ia made upto 10.0 olL 
Applied 
Potential 
in(Volt8) 
0.003M 
uifferent con 
0.0025M 
ic«nt;raT;a.<»iis 
0.002M 0.0015M 0.001M 
0.30 0 0 0 0 0 
0.32 0.5 1.0 0.5 0 0 
- 0.34 2.0 2.5 1.5 1.0 "0 
0.36 4.5 5.0 3.5 2.0 1.5 
0.3a 8.0 7.5 6 . 2 5 4.0 3.5 
0.40 14.75 12.0 11.00 7.5 5.5 
0.42 22.75 20.0 15.5 11.0 7.75 
o.u 29.50 27.0 20.0 14.0 10.00 
0 . 4 6 3 6 . 0 0 30.75 23.75 17.0 11.50 
0.48 40.00 33.25 26.00 19.5 13.00 
0.50 4 2 . 0 0 34.50 27.25 21.0 13.75 
0.52 43.00 35.00 28.00 21.5 14.50 
0.54 43.5 - m «» 14.50 
0.56 - - m 
0.58 - - - • 
0 . 6 0 m -
0.62 - « <m m 
0 . 6 4 - - > m 
0.66 — - tm 
0.420 0.417 0.415 0.413 0.410 
11 
T A B L E -4 
IPdlarograms at aifferant t^ fflperaturea 
Concentraticoi of Cu (NO^ )g 0.001M, Conctnfcration of NaOH 0.35M 
Concentration of malonamido 0.10H, Concantration of Pocheia 0.0005^  
total ^rolume is mada upto 10*0 nO. 
Potential 
la rvolta^  
35®e 40°C 45®G 50®C 55®C 
0.30 0 0 0 0 0 
0.32 0 0 . 1 1 2 
0.34 1 1 3 4 6 
0.36 3 2 5 7 9 
0.38 6 5 9 11 15 
0.40 8 9 14 15 20 
0.42 13 16 19 19 25 
0.44 18 21 26 24 30 
0.46 23 26 31 29 35 
0.48 27 31 35 34 40 
0.50 29 34 38 37 44 
0.52 31 37 40 39 45 
0.54 32 38 41 42 47 
0.56 32 38 42 43 47 
0.58 - ^ 45 47 
0.60 m - m • 
0.64 - mm -
0.422 0.4£0 0.416 0.412 0.390 
o o z o m z —I XI § 
o z (/I o -T1 
C/) > 
r o -< 
r > 
O m 
ID P 
CO 
Current (2.5X10""^ Amp.) 
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-log CSanlicylQmidcH/mol.l"^ 
-T1 
o 
m 
p Vo Vs 
Lu 
<f> 
< o —• k Ul 
CD 
'log(i7id-') O Q p O is in ^ ty O •K 
r- p p s> O OB c» 
I A B I, E - 5 
Concentration of copp©mitrat« • 0.001M, Concentration of Na0H»0*65M 
Concentration of J^ chain » 0.0005^ Total wlttiDa is aiade tipto 10.0 «a 
2"0ag?erature«»35°C 
Applied J^ pr tM i^iTf^ rff^  .ftoffgffiPWtgnff 
Potential 
in ?olta 0.04M 0.036M 0.032^ 0.028M 0.024M 
0.3 -0.5 -0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.32 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.34 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 
0.36 2.0 3.0 2.0 3.5 3.0 
0.38 4.0 5.5 5.0 6.5 5.5 
0.40 7.5 9.5 9.0 10.5 10.0 
0.42 13.0 15.0 15.0 16.5 15.5 
0.44 21.0 22.0 21.5 22.5 23.0 
0.46 31.0 28.5 28.0 29.5 27.5 
0.48 35.5 34.5 32.5 33.5 31.5 
0.50 37.5 36.5 35.5 36.0 34.5 
0.52 38.5 38,0 37.5 38.0 36.0 
0.54 - 4fe» 38.5 39.0 37.0 
0.56 - - m 39.5 37.5 
0.58 - - - - -
0.60 mm mm -
0.442 0.439 0.439 0.438 0 . 4 3 6 
U' 
1? A B L £ - 6 
Polarograaaa with different eonecntrftti<m of KaOH 
Concentration of aalicylaoide « Coneentratlon of Fuohsin«0*0005^  
Concentration of Cu(NOpg • O.OOtM, Total iroluae is mad® upto 10.0 tH 
Teit|)erature«35®C 
Applied 
Potential 
in (76Lta) 0.65M 0.55M 0.35M 0.^ 5M 
0.30 0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 
032 0.0 40.5 0.5 0.5 40.5 
0.34 1.0 1.0 40.5 40.0 1.0 
0.36 2.0 3.0 2.5 2.0 3.5 
0.38 4.0 6.0 4.5 5.0 7.0 
0.40 7.5 10.5 6.5 8.0 15.5 
0.42. 13.0 15.5 8.5 11.5 19.5 
0.44 21.0 20.5 12.5 14.0 21.5 
0.46 31.0 25.0 13.5 16.0 22.0 
0.48 35.5 28.5 15.00 17.5 23.0 
0.50 37.5 30.5 15.00 18.0 24.0 
0.52 38.5 31.5 m 19.0 24.5 
0.54 « 32.5 - 19.5 -
0.56 - - -
0.58 - - - m • 
0.60 m 
0.436 0.424 0.407 0.408 0.395 
41 
T A B XI E - 7 
Polsroa^ ama with different concentrations of coppemitrate 
Concentration of sellcylaialcio « 0.04M, Concentration of JfaOH " 0.6^ 
Concentration of Bichain « 0.0005$* Total TOltims is aade upto 10.0 vH 
Tei!!peratur0=35'^ C 
Applied 
Potential 
in Volts 
Current obaeired for the dl •ffei^ nt concentrations of 
0.001K O.OOOdM 0.G006M 
« 0.0004M 
0.30 -0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.32 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 
0.34 1.C 40.5 40.5 1.0 
0.36 2.0 •1.5 1.0 2.5 
0.38 4.0 2.5 2.0 3.5 
0.^ 7.5 5.0 3.0 5.0 
15.0 7.5 6.0 6.5 
0.44 21.0 13.0 7.5 7.0 
0.46 3t.0 15.5 8.0 7.5 
0.4S 35.5 17.5 9.0 7.5 
0.50 37.5 21.5 11.0 8.5 
0.52 38.5 23.0 15.0 8.5 
0.54 m 23.5 15.5 «» 
0.56 «m 24.0 -
0.58 mt - m> 
0.60 m -
(id). 38.5 24.0 15.5 8,5 
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T A B L £ - 8 
jP^ laro^ ains at dlfforiiat tainpeTatTargs 
ConcentratioH of coppei«itrate » 0.001M, Concentration of NaOH«0.65M 
Concentration of salicylamide « 0.04M, Concentration of Fachsin«0.0005j8 
Total Vol. i B madia upto lO.Oafl. 
Appll.ed 
Potenti«a 
in Volte 
Current racordad for the different sets of teaaaeratxires 
35''C 40°C 45°C 50°C 55®C 
0.30 -0.5 40.5 0.0 4-1.0 -K).5 
0.32 0.0 1.00 1.5 1.00 
0.34 1.0 2,00 1.00 3.00 2.50 
0.36 2.0 3.00 2.00 5.00 5.00 
0.38 4»0 5.5 3.50 8.00 8.00 
0.40 7.5 9.5 8.50 13.00 13.50 
0.42 13.0 15.5 14.50 20.50 21.50 
0.44 21.0 25.5 22.5 28.50 29.0 
0.46 31.0 33.0 28.5 34.00 33.5 
0.48 35.5 36.5 33.0 38.00 38.00 
0.50 37.5 39.0 36.0 41.00 42.00 
0.52 38.5 41.0 39.0 A4.oo 45.50 
0.54 - 42.5 41.0 45.50 47.50 
0.56 43.5 41.5 46.00 49.00 
0.58 - m 42.5 47.00 49.00 
0.60 47.50 49.00 
0.62 m m • 
0.64 m tm - - -
0.442 0.437 0.434 0.428 

cr> Current (Z.SXIQ-"^  Amp.) 
o o z o m z 
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T A B L E -9 
Polarograaa with different eofloentrationa of fermamlde 
Concentration of copper nitrate *> Concentration of NaCB « 0.4^ 
Concentration of Triton X-100 » 0.0008$, Total voltaae is nade tipto 20.0 ml 
Ten5)erature«30®C 
Applied 
Potential 
in Volts 
Ctirrent observed for the different concentrations of EJONHr 
0.50M 0.4M 0,3M 0.2M 0.1M 
0.2 -0.5 -1.5 -1.5 «2.0 -1.0 
0.25 +1.0 +0.0 41 .0 -0.5 -0.5 
0.30 •2.0 1.0 3.0 O.O +0.5 
0.35 3.5 1.5 5.0 1.0 4.0 
0.40 5.0 2.0 7.0 1.5 5.0 
0.45 5.5 2.5 8.5 2.0 5.5 
0.50 6.5 3*5 9.0 2.0 6.0 
0.55 7.5 3*5 9.5 2.0 6.5 
0*60 8.5 4.0 9.5 . 2.0 7.0 
0.65 10.0 5.5 10.0 2.5 8.0 
0.70 18*5 7.0 11.0 3.5 9.0 
0.75 19*0 10.0 13.5 5.5 10.0 
o.ao 26.0 14*5 17.5 6.0 12.0 
0.85 36.0 20.0 21*5 8.0 17.0 
0.90 48.5 27.5 26.5 10.0 29.0 
0.95 63.0 37.5 35.0 19.0 38.0 
1.00 79*5 4^ .0 44.0 28.0 49*0 
1.05 91*5 68.0 69*0 40.0 59*0 
1.10 97*0 80.0 72*5 53.0 67*0 
1.15 100.0 88.0 85.0 64.0 72.0 
1.20 102.0 93.0 93*0 72.5 75.0 
1.25 104.0 96.0 97*5 76.0 77.0 
1.30 104.0 96.0 103.0 82.0 75.0 
1.35 104.0 96.0 104.0 84.0 75*0 
1.40 104.0 96.0 104.0 86.0 75.0 
1.45 104.0 96.0 104.0 ®6.0 75.0 
0.955 0.995 1.045 1.07 1.17 
4 4 
T A B L E -10 
Polarograma with different eoncen^ yi^ i^ p^na of copper nitrate 
Concentration of formaaiide « 0.5M , concentration of KNO^ • 0*10M 
Concentration of NaOH « 0,A2M , Concentration of Triton X-100 « 0.000^ 
Total Vol. is Bade tipto 20 al 
TeiDperattire»30®C 
Api^ed 
Potential 
Volte 
Current obsM^ed for the di ff*>.r«nt eonr.antratlon of CuCKO_^  
8.003M 0.001M 0.0015M 0.002M 0.0025M ^ 
0.2 •1.5 -0.5 -7.0 -3.5 -1.5 
0.25 
0*30 1.0 2.0 9*5 1.0 +0.0 
0.35 1.5 2.5 12.5 2.5 1.0 
0.40 2.0 3.0 15.0 3.5 1.5 
0.45 2.5 4.0 18.0 5.0 2.5 
0.50 3.5 6.0 20.0 6.5 2.5 
0.55 3.5 7.0 21.0 7.0 3.5 
0.60 4.0 8.0 23.5 7.5 3.5 
0.65 5.5 9.0 25.0 7.5 4.0 
0.70 7.0 11.0 28.0 8.5 5*0 
0.75 10.0 15.5 32.5 10.5 7.0 
0.80 14.5 20.0 39*5 12.5 9.0 
0.85 20.0 26.0 49.5 14*5 11.0 
0.90 27.5 34.0 57.5 16.5 15.0 
0*95 77*5 44*0 61.0 19.5 19.0 
1*00 44*0 55.5 65.0 21.5 23.0 
1*05 68.0 66.0 68.0 23.5 27.0 
1.10 80.0 72.0 68.0 25.0 30.5 
1.15 88.0 77.0 69.0 25.5 32.5 
1.20 93.0 80.0 70.0 26.0 33.5 
1*25 96.0 81.0 71.0 26.5 34.0 
1.30 96.0 82.5 72.0 26.5 34.5 
1.35 96.0 82.5 72.0 26.5 35.0 
1*40 96,0 82.5 72.0 26.5 35.5 
1.45 96.0 82.5 72.0 26.5 35.5 
96.0 82.5 72.0 26.5 35.5 
45 
T A B L B-11 
Pelarogrms >t different Tamparatttrtta 
Concentration of copper nitrate • 0.0025M, Concentration of Na0H»0.4a^  
Concentration of formamide «0.50K, concenjtratioa of KNO^ • O.ICM 
Concentration of Triton X-100«0»0008^ , Total volume is aade upto SO.OnO. 
Applied • Current obaerved at different teBtperatttres 
Potential 
in Volte 30®C 35®C 40®C 45®C 50®C 
0.2 -0.5 -3.5 40.5 •1.0 -H.5 
0.25 +1i5 41.5 2.5 2.5 3.0 
0.30 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 4.0 
0.35 5.0 5.5 3.5 4.0 4.0 
0.40 5.$ 8.5 3.5 4.0 4.0 
0.45 7.0 8.5 4.5 4.5 5.0 
0.50 9.5 11.0 5.0 5.0 5.5 
0.55 11.5 12.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
0.60 18.5 13.5 7.5 7.0 8.0 
0.65 13.5 16.5 9.5 8.5 10.0 
0.70 16.0 19.5 11.5 11.0 13.0 
0.75 18.5 24.0 16.0 14.5 18.0 
0.80 24.0 30.5 20.0 19.0 23.5 
0.85 30.5 38.5 26.0 25.0 30.5 
0.90 38.0 48.0 32.0 30.5 37.5 
0.95 47.5 58.0 38.5 37.0 44.0 
0.00 60.0 69.5 45.0 45.0 48.0 
1.05 70.5 77.5 49.0 50.0 53.0 
1.10 78.0 86.6 52.0 54.0 56.0 
1.15 85.0 92.5 54.0 55.5 58.0 
1.20 90.5 97.5 54.5 57.0 59.0 
1.25 92.5 100.0 55.0 57.5 59.5 
1.30 93.5 101.0 - 58.0 60.0 
1.35 95.0 102.0 4t» m m 
1.40 96.0 - - « * m 
1.45 - - - m 
0.965 0.904 0.808 0.902 0.806 
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f A B L E -12 
PolarogrfliBS for tho dlffaront concQntratlonQ of L-.rhrooninfl in 
Concentration of CSU{N02)2 = 10"%, Concentration of KNO^ « 0«10M 
fotal TROLXUNE is FFIEDE upto IO.OBO, 
Teaper&ture»35^ C 
Applied Cmrent obaenred for the different coneenfcratione of L-threonine 
Potential 
in volte 0.16M 0.14M 0.12M 0.10M O.OSM 
0.20 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 *1.0 
0.22 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 
0.24 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 
0.26 •2.0 41.0 +1.0 +1.0 +1.5 
0,28 6.5 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.5 
0.30 14.5 14.5 16.0 17.5 18.0 
0.32 25.5 28,5 26.5 28.0 29.0 
0.34 32.5 35.0 34.0 34.5 35.0 
0.36 36.0 37.0 36.0 36.0 36.5 
0.38 36.5 38.0 36,5 36.5 37.0 
0.40 37.0 38.0 37.0 37.0 37.0 
0.42 37.0 38.0 37.0 37.0 37.0 
0.44 37.0 38.0 37.0 37.0 37.0 
0.308 0.306 0.304 0.302 0.300 
47 
I A B L S -13 
Polagograma for the different eomexrtgataons of L-T>^sszdr>G-buffer (cHst 1,3) 
Concentration of Cu(NO )^g == Concentration of KNO^ ' « 0,10M 
Xotal voliiffia i s mad© upto 10 • Old 
Te25»eratur©»35*'C 
iipplidd Curi'eat obscrrod for the diffaarent concsntrationd of L-threonine 
Potenti&l 
ia volts 
0.14M 0.12M 0.10M 0.08M 
0.20 -0.5 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 
0.22 -0.5 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 
0.24 -0,5 -0.5 -0.5 40.0 -0.5 
0.26 4O.O -j-I.O +1.0 1.5 
0.2S 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.5 
o.ao 12.5 13.0 15.5 17.0 18,5 
0.32 23.5 26.0 28.0 29.5 30.0 
0.34 32.5 34.0 35.0 36.5 36.5 
0.36 36.0 37.0 37.0 38.0 38.0 
0.3S 37.5 38.0 37.5 38.0 38.0 
0.40 3«.0 3«.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 
0.42 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 
V ' ) 0.310 0.309 0.307 0.304 0.301 
Current (2,6XlO'^ Amp.) 
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o 
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T A B I. S -14 
Polarograms for tha diffsrent conoentrgtiona of L-Thraoning in bgffar 
Concentration of CtiCNO^ )^ , « 10"%! concentration of KKO^ 0.10M 
Total volume is nsade tipto IC.OSLL 
Applied, Current observed for tho different concentrations of L-tlweonino^  
Poteuti^ 
in Tolts 0.16H 0.1414 0.12M 0.10M 0.08M 
0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0,22 O.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 0*0 
0.24 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.26 0.5 1.0 1.5 0.5 0.5 
0.25 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.0 2.5 
0.30 6.0 3.0 3.0 8.5 7.5 
0.32 17.5 18.5 19.0 20.5 0^.0 
0.34 30.5 32.0 33.0 32.5 31.5 
0.36 39.0 39.0 39.0 37.0 36.5 
0.3S 42.0 41.0 4 1 . 0 39.0 39.0 
0.40 42.5 41.5 42.0 40.0 39.0 
0.42 43.0 42.0 42.0 40.0 39.0 
0,44 43.0 4 2 . 0 4 2 . 0 40.0 39.0 
0 . 4 6 43.0 42.0 4 2 . 0 4 0 . 0 39.0 
0.328 0.326 0 . 3 2 4 0.320 0.318 
4n J 
I A B L E -15 
Polaroerpras for dj fferent of I.-Xbrqorlne 
Concentration oX Cu(NO^ )g « 10**%, Concentration of KNO^ » 0.1 OH 
Conoantratton of FaOH « O.fiM, Xofcal volunse is mda upto lO.OaO. 
tontial 
volts 0.16M 0.14M C.12M 0.10M o.oa? 
0,3 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.35 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.40 0.5 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.75 
0.42 1.75 2.75 4.0 3.0 4.0 
0.44 6.25 6.5 7.5 10.5 14.0 
0.46 16.0 17.5 19.5 21.0 24.0 
0,4® 26.5 29.5 23.0 31.5 34.5 
0.50 34.0 35.0 33.75 36.5 39.5 
0.52 36.25 37.75 35.0 37.75 41.0 
0.54 37.0 38.5 36.5 39.0 42.5 
0.56 37.0 39.0 37.0 39.5 42.5 
0.58 37.0 39.0 37.0 40.0 42.5 
0.60 37.0 39.0 37.0 40.0 42.5 
0.4M 0.462 0.460 0.45S 0.4-56 
T A B.L E -16 
Folarograma for the difforent seta of temDorat-grea 
Concentration of Concentration of KNO- •= 0.10M 
Concantration of threonixie » 0.16M, Concentration of NaOH«0.80M 
SCotal volume is made lapto 10 al 
5C 
Applied Current observed for the different sets of temce] 
Pot9*iti»l 
in volts 30°C 35®C 40®C 
0.3 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.35 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 
0.4 1,0 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.5 
0.42 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 3.5 
0.44 6.0 7.0 7.0 8.0 11.0 
0.46 16.5 19.0 18.0 20.0 22.0 
0.48 27.0 29.0 29.0 20.5 31.0 
0.50 34.0 35.0 35.5 34.0 37.0 
0,52 36.5 37.0 38.0 35.5 38.5 
0.54 37.0 37.5 38.0 36.5 39.0 
0.56 37.5 38.0 38.5 36.5 39.5 
0.58 37.5 38.0 38.5 36.5 39.5 
0.60 37,5 38.0 38.5 36.5 39.5 
0.464 0.463 0.4^ 0.460 0.458 
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T A B L B -17 
PolflTQfiramfl for the different concentrfttlong of L"Prolin» 
Concentration of CVLCHO^ )^  • Concentration of Fuchsin « 0.0005JC 
Concentration of KHO^ •« 0.1M# Total •olunw i® made upto lO.Oal 
with the buffer of pH 
Applied CtHTenb observed fear the variotts concent rat ions of proline 
Potential 
in (Volts) 
0.75M 0.65M 0.55M 0,45M 0.35M 
0.10 -0.5 -1.0 -1.0 00 00 
0.12 -0.5 -1.0 -1.0 00 00 
O.U 400 -1.0 -1.0 •K).5 •0.5 
0.16 •^ 0.5 -0.5 1.5 1.0 
0.18 4.0 •K).5 400 . 3.0 2.5 
0.20 8.0 2.5 2.5 4.5 3.5 
0.22 14.0 ^ 0 7.0 7.0 • 6.0 
0.24 21.0 10.5 12.0 12.5 10.5 
0.26 28.5 16.0 18.5 17.5 15.5 
0.28 35.0 24.0 25.0 25.0 22.5 
0.30 39.0 31.0 32.5 33.5 32.0 
0.32 41.0 37.5 38.0 40.0 39.0 
0.34 42.0 40.5 43.5 44.0 43.0 
0.36 43.0 42.5 45.0 46.5 46.5 
0.38 43.5 43.5 46.0 47.5 47.5 
0.40 43.5 44.0 46.5 47.5 48.0 
0.42 43.5 44.0 46.5 47.5 48.0 
0.44 43.5 44.0 46.5 47.5 48.0 
0.270 0.273 0.275 0.277 0.280 
LogCi/(icJ-i) H for curvc"( I) 
o 
o 
-log CProlinel 
m 
M < 
Current ( 2.5X1 0~7Amp.) 
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T A B L E 
Pc^ p^roffTiunfl for the different coneetttyatlon of Ir-prolioe 
Concentration of CuCNO^ )^  « 10*"%, Concentration of Richsiri K).0005J6 
Concentr&tion of KNO^ « 0.1M, Xotal toluiOB is Bade t^to 10.0 ml 
with the buffer of pH « 11«8 
Teap. 
Applied Current obaerved for the various concentrationsof orolij 
Potential 
in fVoltaV 
0.75M 0.65M 0.55M 0.45M 0.35M 
0,30 00 00 00 00 00 
0.35 00 00 00 00 00 
0.40 1.5 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.5 
4.0 3.0 3.0 4.5 5.5 
0*42 9.0 a.5 8.5 11.5 12.5 
0.46 18.0 15.5 18.0 21.0 22.5 
0.4S 27.0 25.0 28.0 32.0 34.0 
0.50 32.5 32.5 34.0 37.0 39.0 
0.52 35.0 36.0 37.0 39.0 40.5 
0.54 36.0 37.0 38.0 41.0 41.0 
0.56 36.5 37.5 39.5 41.5 42.0 
0.58 37.0 38.0 40.0 42.0 42.5 
0.60 37.0 38.5 40.0 42.0 42.5 
0.62 37.0 38.5 40.0 42.0 A2,5 
0.64- 37.0 38.5 40.0 42.0 42.5 
0.462 0.458 0.454 0.450 0.446 
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!Fhe coii$)leze8 of Cu(II) with salicylamide, malonamide^  formeiaid$| 
Ii-threoinlne and L»proline show almoafc similar behaviour at ths dropidng 
mercury electrode (D.M.E.) in alkaline medium. The reduction of these 
coB?>lex»s is irreversible diffusion coiAroHed. The E^^ values are found 
to depend on the and the cone^tration of the ligand* 7he method due 
to SubrahinanisrB^ ^ which is a modiiication in the treatment of Lingane by 
Tamanushi and Tanaka for an irreversible process is used for determining 
the coB^sition and stability constant of these cos^ lexes* The effect of 
the concentrations of metal ion» ligand and hydros^ lions along with the 
effect of teii{>erature have been studied and discussed in the proceeding 
pages. 
Effect of Wrojylion pftn^ t^yfttioi^ i 
Ths E^ values of salicylanide, malonaadde end L>threonine 
complexes of Cu(II) are shifted to more positive values with the decrease 
in hydroiiylion concentration (vide table ). The Cu(II)-formainlde 
convex was found to be unstable at lower concentration of li^ roxylions. 
54 
Effect ef metal ion eoneentri^ tloni 
In all theM cosfplexaa the diffusion current is found to be 
proportional to the concentration of Cu(ll) ions and the Ilkovic equation 
is obeyed with in the e3q[>erim6ntal error* The plots betvemi the oonoentration 
of netal ion and id are given in figure ii . 
Effect of Ligand concentration as well as temoeratore and 
the determination of the coaBPoaition and stability constaati 
The reduction of these eois5}leKos is of a irreversible nature as 
shovm l5r the plots of B^^ Vs, log (vide and hence the 
d 
eo«$)Osition and stability was determined using Subrahinaz^ a*s method. Xhs 
coiq>08ition was determined nding the equation 
. X RT 
A log C^ oC nF 
The plots of E^ 7s, log C^ give straight lines and the slope of these 
lines was used to evaluate the conipoflition. The vsliios are given in the 
following table for the various ooinplescBS} 
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Neiw of the ]( Concentration ? of the hydroaqrl-
1 ions 
{SELope of the 
folot E^^ 
[log Vi^-i 
ISlope of thel 
folot E^ Vfi. 1 
[log C^ ] 
i Ko.of molee of 
1 ligand oombin-
1 ing vdth one 
; graa ion of metal 
Oa(ll)-.Sftacy-
lamide oos^ I-
eK 
0.65M 0.055V 0.06V One iDole 
Cu(1l)«Malo-
naik-d© eomp-
Xex 
0.35M 0.06? 0.06? One »ole 
Cu(1l)-forma!-
mide cos^ lex 0.42M 0.15V 0.30V T>io mole* 
Cu<1l)-J>thre-
onine coagjlex: 
(pH«=)l1,e 
(pH-)l1.3 
(pH»)l1.0 
0.035V 
0.036V 
0.035V 
0.032V 
0.032V 
0.032V 
One mole 
4m 
Cu( 11 )-J>proline (j®-) 11.3 0.055V 0.054V One mole 
Th® probftbl® etructiires for the various eoBplexea aro given below 
Cti(l1)-n«lonaiBide eoB5)l©s Cu( 11)-aalicy3.ami.de comples 
10 
8 
cr> o 
T 
1-Copper • Malonam(d(2 Complex 
2-Copp(i:r - Salicylamide Complex 
3-CoppGr- Formamide Complex 
-^Copper - Threonine Complex 
300 310 320 330 
1/T X 10"^  
340 
FIG. 12 PLOTS FOR THE ENTERNAL ENERGY 
NCOHgN /KHgOCH 
HO^ ^OH 
Cu(1l)>formnide con^ lex 
i 
H^C CH—COO 
\ \ 
and \ Cu-— 
H c c ^ OH H, 
OH 
Ctt(ll)-L*thr0onino conplsx 
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fha stability of the coisplsxes was calculated using the equation 
The dissociation constant at vexious tesfieratures was alao determintd and 
a plot of -Log K Vs. T"^  "used for th^ detenaination of intomal energy 
(B)(ride fip, 12 ). Ths entropy and trm energy factors for these eoa^ plexes 
were also calculated. The values for the different thezwi^ Twaitlc paroineters 
are given in the following taWLet 
s : 
Nane of the ][ Tenperaturejf E, (7) J -Log K I F/ - I ^ , i 
ocmplKR f T/OK I ® i I K.Cal.fflor^ i Cal.TOlT^ degT^ 
Cu(1l)-«jalo-
na^o Com- « « 0.054 
IdSC 
Gu(11)-salicyv 
laaide 0.040 
Cos^ lex 
308 0.408 7.688 10.840 
313 0.398 7.419 10.630 
318 0.3867. 7.129 10.370 
323 0.376 6.875 1 0 . 1 6 0 
328 0.352 6.415 9 . 6 2 9 
308 0 . 4 2 6 1 1 . 8 
313 0.420 8.2 11.7 
318 0.407 8.9 11.4 
323 0.398 7.6 11.3 
328 0.390 7.4 11.1 
303 0.955 6.968 9.73 
308 0.890 6.535 9.27 
313 0.786 5.842 8 . 4 2 
318 0.776 5.775 8 . 4 6 
323 0.864 6.335 9.42 
298 0.457 9.1305 1 2 . 4 5 0 
303 0.451 8.9145 12.350 
308 0.448 8.7421 12.310 
313 0.438 8.4624 12.120 
318 0.428 8.1915 11.910 
Cu(11)-forffla-
Bdde 0.085 
Xoapltx 
Ctt(ll)-I.-thr«o« 
nin* onit n //» 0.022 Coiqplcx 
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P 0 Y E N y I 0 M E T R I C S T U D I E S 
( I K T R O D U C T I O H ) 
o 
BJcrroii^  stated in his book, **M6rtal Asdae Formation in Sqaecms 
SolJtition**, that tba acjuilibriiiffl between metal ion end the eoniFlexing 
ag«at is therioodyneinieally reversible end it occiirs instantly end without 
appreciable energr of aotiTation« It was pointed out that ooa9;>lex formation 
usualH^ jr follows a sti^ wise course. Sjy^  the application of this method one 
can study the coigposition as well as the stability constants of the metal 
coaqfilexes using the pB-measurements. The Bjerrum*s method has been 
extensively used ty workers in the field of coordination chemistzy as is 
evident f^ om the l*rge number of papers pubOLished and the reviews appeared. 
FLood^  and Loras have used the method for the study of aainoacid conplexes, 
specially glycinate ion with Co(ii), Ni(II), Zn(II), Cti(Il), Hg(II) and 
Ag(I) ions and have calculated their association constants. The method was 
further eatanqplified l^jr the work of Maley^'^ and Mellor. 
The general equilibrium between a metal ion 'M' and ligand 'A* 
is written in stepst 
N 
'S.I ^ 
6C 
The individual formation oonatants are given IJQT 
" IHAJ fAj 
VlmAjj.^ 1 [A] 
The (luantity n has been defined by Bjerram as the average mnber of 
coordinated groups per metal ionj all metal ions whether coordinated 
or not are taken into consideration, thus 
fMA] 1- 2 iMAg] » 3 [^3! » • N [MI^ I 
(MJ • [Mil + — 
The value of n is detezvined ea^ erinentally nsasurements. Since 
the removal of free donor grot^ s lay coordination alters the pH by 
anount which amy be used to calculate the number of coordinated groups. 
The quantity of ligand added nist be known, as well as the value of the 
pH when no ligand would have been present. The difference between the 
concentration of ligand added and the concentration of ligand coordinated 
is the concentration of free ligand, [AI . n is also known as the formation 
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fiinction and & plot of n ?s - Log [ A j is termed as the formation curve. 
BJerrunt has shown nathematically that when the esqierimental conditiona 
are adjusted to i^ ecific values for 5 the following relations hold good 
for the case K «= 2. 
n « 1/2 - 1/ [ k] 
n-3/2 l ^ ' V L l ] 
n » t K - lAK^Kg)^ « 1/ [AJ 
where K is known as the average constant and it m ^ be defined as the 
square root of the constant of the overall reaction 
M •»• 2A MIg (K « 2) 
The co^ f^ ex formation of mtal ions with aminoaoids having two ionising 
groups was studied bjr Albert^ . In the continuation of his work on, 
"Quantitative Studies of the Avidity of Haturally Occuring Substances 
for Trace Metals", he has extended his Audy to the heavy metal coi^ lexes 
of aminoaeidf having three imizing groups^ . The equations utilised to 
calculate the constants may written as 
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(2) 
where S^ Is the oonc«nt>ration of ts^ e chelating speclds, n is the everagtt 
number of looleculea of ooiqplex forming agent bound b/ me atom of oetali 
M^ is the total concentration of netal ion (£ree or combined) end^ h^as the 
valae 
a a 
exc^t vhoi pH ia 1.4 iinits greater than pK^, when the sia^ lified equation 
» j • 1 is i«>plicaKLe 
ct 
HS^ and XS^  are having the same physical signifioance and is tlus 
concentration of coiplex forming agent before the metal was added. 
Log (S^ ) - Log j (X3®) - (KOH) - (H*) j-Log^ (5) 
Log (S^ ) - Log 2 (XS®) - (KOH) - (H"^  - Log/S (6) 
Equation (5) is applicable for evaluation of one H* and eqn.(6) is valid 
for two H"*^. The derivation of theae eqjiaticns was based upon the work of 
7 8 Philips . Perkin has used the Bjerrum^ s method as illustrated tb» work 
6S 
of iQ.bert to atudy the offeot of tha structure of ftminoacids on the 
stabilities of the con^ Dlexas formed vdth metels of XX'^ grot^  of the 
periodic table. 
Habahy^  has used the Bjemut's method as illustrated bsr the 
vork of Bosflottl and Eossotti^ ^ to study the effect of change in pH on 
the stability of the complexes formed by the interaction of aminoacids 
vith the metel ions. Xt has been seen that the extent of monmauclear 
eo^lexformation in a i^stw may conveniently be es^ ressed in terms either 
of n, the average number of ligaMs bound to eeujh central group B, or 
otoC^ f the fraction of total central grcup in the form of a particular 
coaqplex M^. If the concentration 'b' of uncoa^ lexed central groiq? is 
measored, the ratio V® gives Bat the problem of deteanidning the 
varices stoichiometric stability constants ji^  then remains. Since, for 
nononuclear coiqplajces, both n andoC^  are functions only of the variable 
•a' and of the parameters ^^  H siaultaneous equations of the type 
S - (7) 
0 
A a e 
n^* 
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my b© solved for the N required val««s of 
Graphical mathod is supposed to be superior oyer the other methods 
because the large and cDuplicated calculation can be avoided^  The axes 
chosen should be simple ftinction of the esperimental dataoc;^ * and n, so that 
the effect of ea^ ierimental errors aajr be recognised. Each experimental point 
should give rise to one point on the graph, and the use of smoothed curved 
should be avoided as such as possible. 
Sillen^ ® has discussed the general graphical methods for deteradjtv-
ing a number of unknown parameters from a series of pairs of experimental 
variables when the theoretical relationship betKd«ni the variables and 
parameters is Imonn. Qryder^ ^ recommended that the values of the stability 
constants obtained should be checked bgr putting the appropriate determinant 
derived from equation (7) or (8). 
The choice of a method for calculating stability constants depend 
on the number of coa^ lexes formed under the conditicsis used. The number of 
coB^ lexss formed msy sometimes be deduced from the shi^ e of the formation 
curve n (log a). In cases where values of n and *A* have not been nnasured 
and approximate curve can be constructed by means of the relation 
fJff^.C-H 
d log a 
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If the fornation curve ha« a limiting value at an integral 
value N of n, it may be assamed that the highest cojqplex present is 
System in wfaieh H»1(i.e« onlv one eoinDlea: is formed)! 
For oonplexes when N»1 the equations (7) and (d) reduce to T 
5 « and ^ « '"hV/S"' ""'' • In s^ ch a ayobem where c « 0 or 1 n U ^ a c U/B^a. ^ ' 
is identical witho^ .^ Since equationc<^  » may be written as 
cT^ (l-opa ri 
a value of ^ may be calculated for each point (c^ ,a) or The mean 
value of ^ ^ may than be determined< It may also be calculated by a plot of 
or (f^ /l-'i^ ) Vs. 'a' which are straight lines of slope ^^ and zero 
intercept. 
System in which Nwg (i.e. onlv two complexes are formed)» 
When only two coiqplexes are formed equations (7) and (8) reduce to 
.a • S - •'' ' ' a (9) 
and . . — " 5- (10) 
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when e "> 0, 1 or 2 values of ^ ^ and ^ ^ may be obtained 1:!}r the solution ot 
siinultaneoas e(jaations. Bquationa (9) and (10) may both be written in 
the form 
T p ^ + X p g - I (11) 
when the variables X and I are functions And *a' or of n and the c 
parameters p^  and p^ which are related to the stability constants. For 
each of the fianctionscK^^ and n(a) there are six possible transformations, 
corresponding to p^ ®^ ,^ l//?,» ygg, 1/j^ g, 
fttnctiono<r^ (a) equation (ll) may take one of the fbrms 
. / 2 
h - T ^ ^ f z - ^ 1 («) O ' ^ O 
.a a 1 (13) 
1 
The remaining transformations may be obtained ain^ jly tgr interchanging the 
values of X and Y in the above equations. Similarly a rearran^ment of 
equation (9) giv«8 
6r 
a J l i ^ f , » ^ ^ . 1 (15) 
li n 
l^ a » 1 « 1 (17) 
Tho iTflOues of 1 and 2 eaxi bs ealeulated bgr plotting munros 
b«tv«en n ,.. and (Z - n)a . the plots are linear with a intercept 
a(1 - (1 - B) 
and slop 
The work on the stability detendnation of oosqplexes is being done 
in oar laboratozy for the last fiftew^  years and attempt has been aade 
here to use the nethod described by Albert to stu^ the stability of eopper 
proline coi^ lex* f he method descril^ d by Habashi has been used to study the 
Ctt(n)-uracil, Zn(II)-uraeil, Cu(II)-barbituric acid and 2n( 11)-barbituric 
acid. The experimental details^sults are described in preee«>dlng pages 
E X P E B I M B N T A L 
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Stock aolutions of eoppOToitrata (0*1M)« Ir-prollno (0.1M)> 
uracil <0.1M) and Bartoitttrio acid (O.IM) of AnalaR grade ware prepared 
and strength of ei^ pezmitrate waa detersdaed idlonetrleall^ f. Section 
of potasfld^ uaailtrate (1*0M) vas used to keep the iozde strength constant. 
All aolationa were pr«qpared in oondnetivity watw. Xhe reaction aixtvures 
were taken is the cell with a rubber oork having tubes for babbling 
nitrogen gasj free trom carbondioxide and other iiapurities^  to keep 
and in«rt atad^ phere aa well as for stixring the test solution. 7he pB 
titrations were oarried out using a canbdldge i:^  »eter. 
The electrodes used were the eaabridge glass electrode and saturated 
caloMl electrodeill obsenmtions were perfonasd at 30 • OJ^ 'C using 
a Meohanik Pmfgrate Medingen ttHnriiostate. The procedure reconaanded tgr 
A.Albex^  was eo^ lcyed in ease of I>-proline and nethod of Habasli^  was 
followed for uracil and barUturlc acid. The remilta are given in the 
following tables and graphs: 
raised 
PH raised 
6 u 
T A B L E - 1 
Potentloaetrlo studies of Qu(II)"uracll and 2n(ll)"uraeil complexes 
Potentiometric titration of :(I),0.0031M of uracilj (II), as (X) • 
0.2x10-% Cu(II) J (III), as (I) • 0.2x10-% Zn(n) with 0.05N NaOH. 
I(mic strength adjusted Igr 0.20M KNO^ . Tenperature » 30 C. 
Volume of I n III 
NaOH added pH pH pH 
0.0 S.98 8.6 8.92 
0.5 9.28 8,98 9.22 
1 9.S8 9.24 
1.5 9.9 9.5 9.8 
2 10.22 9.8 10.12 
2.5 10.48 10.08 10.36 
3 10.66 10.36 10.53 
3.5 10.78 10.56 10.64 
4 10.86 10.69 10.72 
4.5 10.92 10.79 10.80 
5 10.98 10.86 10.86 
5.5 11.04 10.92 10.92 
6 11.08 10.96 10.98 
6.5 11.1 11.02 11.00 
7 11.14 11.04 11.08 
8 11.18 11.08 11.04 
9 11.24 11.16 11.1 
10 11.28 11.18 11.14 
11 11.32 11.22 -
12 11.36 11.32 
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Cowpvct&tton of artabllity conatants for the Gu(1l)-'tiracil couples 
potentioaatrically 
Tejnp.30®C 
pH n Sc xlO^  Concezxt of 
WaOH x103 
9.0 0.75 0.8814 0.625 3.405 4.408 
9.2 0.78 1.161 1.040 2.966 6.323 
9.4 0.8 1.491 1.452 2.683 8.948 
9,6 0.83 1.945 1.763 2.511 13.390 
9.8 0.85 1.995 2.27 2.48 15.3 
10.0 0.93 2.877 2.389 4.617 43.98 
10.2 1.0 3.196 2.69 - -
10.4 1.03 4.556 2.84 - -
10.6 1.05 2.175 3.34; - m 
10.8 1.3 - 3.923 - -
11.0 1.50 4.851 -
log K^ (fbr tracll)' » -9.45 
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CoBffctbatlon of stability conatanta for tho Zn(Il)-uraeil coaqplax 
pot^tiometricftUy 
Ten5).«a30°C 
pH n Sc xlO^  Concent of n X, KaOH xlO^  (1-Tl)(Sc) (t-BJ 
9.0 0.13 0.8814 0.625 0.1695 1.894 
9.2 0.15 1.161 1.040 0.152 2.527 
9.4 0.18 1.491 1.452 0.1472 0.310 
9.6 0.20 1.945 1.763 0.1285 4.376 
9.8 0.23 1.995 2.270 0.1497 4.845 
10.0 0.28 3.877 2.389 0.1352 6.874 
10.2 0.33 3.196 2.690 0.1541 7.966 
10.4 0.43 4.556 2.840 0.1656 12.550 
10.6 0.65 2.175 3.34^ 0.8537 8.389 
10.8 1.13 - 3.923 -
11.0 2.20 4.851 
^^H raised 
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Potentiometric studies of Cu(II)-barbituric acid and Zn(JI)-terbituric acid 
Cos^lexes 
Potontionetrie t i trat ion of i I, 0.0031M of barbituric aoidj I I , as I + 
0.2x10-% C«{I l ) j ( H I , a s I + 0 .2x10"^ Zn{ll) with O.OSM KaOH. Ionic 
strength adjusted ly 0.20M KNO .^ Ieii5)ewiture « 30°C. 
Voluao of I I I I I I 
NaOH added pH pB pH 
0.0 3.57 3.34 3.48 
0.5 3.a6 3.58 3.76 
1 4.13 3.85 4.02 
1.5 4.52 4.14 4.36 
2 5.5;3" 4.52 4.92 
2.1 6.24 4.58 5.1 
2.2 8.55 4.7 5.34 
2.3 9.44 4.8 6.35 
2.4 9.74 9.94 7.56 
2.5 9.9 5.14 9.06 
3.0 10.4 9.74 10.14 
3.5 10.56 10.28 10.4 
4.0 10.7 10.52 10.55 
4.5 10.S 10.64 10.64 
5 10786 10.75^  10.72 
6 10.96 10.88 10.85 
7 11.04 11.00 10.94 
B 11.03 11.06 11.00 
9 11.10 11.12 11.1 
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CoiBputatlon of stability consfcarits for the Cii(Il)-barbiturieacid cojq^ lex 
pou<an.tlometrically 
pH Concent, of 
UaOH X 10^  c 
3.74 1.22 0,7407 1.253 
4.01 0.813 1.221 1.908 
4.34 1.00 1.810 2.849 
4.78 5.66 2.292 4.994 
4.96 9.00 2.389 6.685 
5.1 19.0 2,322 10.150 
5.5 4.0 2.319 25.77 
6.0 3.00 2.293 84.39 
6.5 2.33 2.211 334.9 
7.0 1,86 2.134 -
8.0 1.86 2.056 
Log K^ (for ligand) « -3.98 
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Co^ iitatlon of stability consb&nta for the 3!a(II)-barbituricacid conplex 
potentiottetrically 
pH -n Concent, of 
N&OHx tO^ 
S xlO^  c 
3.74 1.22 Q/li^l 1.253 
4.01 0.813 1.221 1.908 
4.34 1.00 1.810 2.849 
4.78 3.00 2.292 4.994 
4.96 4.00 2.389 6.685 
5.tO 3.00 2.322 10.150 
5.5 2.33 2.319 25.770 
6.0 1.50 2.293 84.390 
6.5 1.22 2.211 334.90 
7.0 1.00 2.1340 -
a.o 1.00 2.056 
K r 
X 
XL 
1- Copper a lone 
2 - Proline a l one 
3 - Copper+Prol ine 
0 
15 0 
Vol.of NaOH 
10 
FIG.1 POTENTIOMETRtC STUPIES FOR COPPER-PROLINE 
COMPLEX 
T A B L E .3 
PatentloBietrio studies of Cu(nUL-t)roline ooiaplex 
Potentiometilc titration of i (I), 0.01M of L-prolinej IIj ag I ^  
0,005N Cu(II)j M 0,01» of copper nitrate alone. Teiap. B 30 C, 
Volume of 1 II III 
NaOB edded pH pH pH 
0.0 7.86 2,62 2.32 
0.5 10.34 2,70 2.38 
1,0 10.75 2.77 2.38 
1.5 11.00 2.84 2.38 
2.0 11.22 2 . 9 6 2.41 
2.5 11.40 3.08 2.44 
3.0 11.57 3.22 2.46 
3.5 11.74 3.45 2 . 4 8 
4.0 11.84 3.84 2,52 
4.5 12.02 4.42 2.54 
5.0 12.10 5.12 2.58 
5.5 12.20 6.50 2 . 6 4 
6.0 12.28 7.40 2.68 
6.5 12.32 7.86 2.70 
7.0 12.38 9.82 2.76 
8.0 12.46 11.62 2.88 
9.0 12.54 11.86 3.06 
10.0 12.58 12.00 3.34 
11.0 1 2 . 6 4 12.21 4 . 4 6 
12.0 12.66 12.21 6.20 
13.0 12.66 12.20 6.48 
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CoiBptitation of stability constants for the Cu( 11 )-lr-jproline coa5>lex 
potsntlosetrlcaXly 
pH n Concent.of JfaOH 
X 10^ 
Concaat of 
L-proline 
xio® 
0.7004 10.3278 0.00 0.500 
2.70 0.7069 10.2374 5.941 0.495 
2.77 0.7385 10.169 11.77 0.49 
2»$4 0.8016 10.1059 17.48 0.485 
0.96 0.8231 9.8392 23.08 0.48 
3.08 0.8432 9.7549 28.57 0.475 
3.22 0.86 9.6538 33.96 0.47 
3.45 0.96 9.124 39.25 0.465 
3.84 1.08 8.5972 44.44 0.46 
4.42 1.2 7.9579 49.93 0.455 
5.12 1.32 6.6485 55.52 0.45 
6.50 1.44 5.8328 61.21 0.445 
7.40 1.4871 5.4776 67.00 0.440 
7.86 1.56 3.6559 72.89 0.435 
9.82 1.6356 2.360 78.88 0.430 
11.32 1.8919 2.1579 84.97 0.425 
\ and K^, for L-prol4i» are 0.2089x10"^ ° and 0.1175x10"^  
reapeetiwly. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
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Copper reaetfl with L-proXine to icm bdxie eoloured eowpl%x»»» 
The wtbod deecribsd ^ r Albeit^  hat be«n vtsad to sbwHj the stability o^ 
these coiqpleiQis. The valaes of n and log ^A^J were ealoalated for 
diffbrant pH values and a gmph was plotted between n and 'log 13^ ] . 
The values of the stepwise stability constants K^  it K^ and overall 
stability constant K were determinod jCrom the fon&ation curve at n * 0*S» 
I S 
1,5 and 1,0 t^ spaetively. The values are K^  ^  1»585 x 10 , 
Kg — 2.512 X 10^ and K =^1.995 x 10^  (vide fig. 7 ), 
Copper and zinc ions form conplexes with uracil and barbiturie 
acid. In case of barbituric acid «ne inflection point is obtained in the 
graph of Vs. voluiae of KaOH added. The reaction with Ctt(lX) and 2n(XI) 
may be represented as 
M^* • barbituric acid«?=^  Cu-barbiturate + H*^  
Where i^* represents the metal ions. The stability constants for the 
above coi^ aexas were deteridned graphically using the method of Hossotti^ ® 
and Rossotti. The fimction 
^ * !! !i)a * Where »a* r^ reseiits the 
concentration of ligand. 
Values of n ani log a wer» obtained flpom the titration graph 
121 
for A solution with 2^ (21) and Ctt(IX) t barbitixrie acid ratio ot 
1131.25. The initial points give straight lines of aero ijstereept 
and slope was used to calculate stability oonstants. For Ca(XX)» 
barbiturie aeid eos^ es:, the value was found to ba 1,6 x and 
that for 25n(II)-barHt'uri© acid coaplwc it was 0.66 X 10^ . Beviations 
are obsenred as the pH is increased. This nay be due to the decovposition 
of the ooi^ lex by IqrdrosQrl ions and nost probal£ly due to the formation 
of I^ rdroxo cosaplexee (vide fig. g ). 
Cu(Il) and eonplexss of uracil were also studied using 
the ^ aphic method of Bossotti end Kossotti for « 2* The Amotion 
m 
^ * (1 «- is)[s 1 " (1 " ^ evaluate the stability constant. 
The plots between n .. 2 •"..n, wore found to be straiiJifc 
(1 - (i -
lines, the intercepts give the value of^l a»i the values o t 2 , 
The values of^l for Cu(II)-uracil complex are 4.05 x 10^  
0.158 X 10^  respective and for 2n(n)-uraoil coaiplex these values are 
5.d5 * 10^  and 9.26 X 10^ re^ectively (vide The results are 
given in the following tables and figures. 
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7he prttsenct of aetal IOI10 plc^ rs an loportant role In the reaetlon 
seohattln of a larg* mu&ber of organic reactions. The study of the infbience 
of aetal ions not oiOy gives us an interesting and usefol aeans of eitending 
Mthods of sjixtbesls^  bat aXao provides a ohenieal approach of a better 
understanding of the structure of netal*-ehelates. Whm a owtal is coordinft* 
ted to a Uganda the properties of the setal ion as HMU as the properties 
of coordinated ligand are affscted to a renarkahle extent. AXthouc^  many 
observations have appeared in the literature regarding the reactivity of 
coordinated aoleeules, bat a systeoutie study is nade recently about the 
reactions of coordinated ligands* Several coqprehensive reviews that have 
appeared recently reflect the interest that is being shoun in this field 
of chflodstxy^ *'^ . 
When a system having a aetal ion« a Uganda and one or nore itetal^  
ligand coiQ>lexttS undergoes a reaction in which the Hgand is changed into 
one or acre compounds (not necessary a ligand) the reaction is said to be 
a coordinated ligand reaction. The nain difXlculty in the description of 
such reactions is to ld«ntii;jr the reacting species in the presence of 
labile cooplexes. 
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Thore bas be«tt m great d«al of arttoent ixitox^ at in the feaotions 
ot Mtal efa»late coq[>oand8* In >oat T«aeti<mts ot tbls t^e the aetal 
ohelate ring reaains intact throoj^ oat the reaction. The ideatitlcation 
of the klnetically acti've speoioa^  in the case when inert ohelatea of 
nstals inch at Gr (HI), Co(IZl) or Rh(in) are usedf is vwy tiaj^ e* 
But on the otbsr hand in the coorte of the reactions of the labile 
chelates cf wtal ions SQch as Gtt(IX), or ^ (IZ) again the chelate 
ring resiains intact daring some portion of the reaction txit to identl:^  
the kix^ ticallsr iaportant species is often difficult and it needs a 
detailed study on the Meohanistts of such type of reactiens* 
An iaportant aspect of coordination chesdstzy is to lenov the nalnre 
of vet-ohelate ring* The controversial subject, in this field of chealstzy, 
are I the type of bonding present in these ring flystens, the inHuence of 
these ring systeos on the rest of the aolecule and the aromticity of 
such rings* The interesting and useAil oatcoae of these controversies is 
that oheslsts hairs began to atody the Mtal oh<d.ates as organic C0ii)0ands 
ani they started to study their reaction aechanisa from this view point. 
A Kstia ion, when chelated, redistributes the electrons in an 
organic ligand. There results a change in the reactivity at SOM point in 
the chelate ring itself, in an adjacent ring aysteii, or in a pendent ate 
82 
AmetionaL group in th« chelate nolecuXe. A mnber of fSaetora control 
tha •xtent to which the chelated ligand reactivity is affected. Sose 
of these factors are: The pr<^ erties of a netal ion that detendne the 
sise and stability of the chelate ring that is formed vith a ligand 
include its sise^  coordination mtnber and stereod^dstry. One of the 
Kost iaportant factors that has to be considered involves the magnitude 
of the positive charge on the aetal ion aM the charge die^ placeiBent that 
occurs on chelation. Electron vithdraval hgr the metal ion can veaken a 
bond end result in its rupture. A related ikctor that affects the charge 
di^lacement is the donor atoms electronegativity. The lamber and type of 
Uganda attached to the natal ion «ill also be an isportant determining 
factor. A proton may also bring about el<mtronic changes in an organic 
lifi^ d in the same vay as metal ion but the effect on the ligiM reactivity 
is q^te different due to the greater polarising ability of the protm. 
£iajice at present there is no such reliable method of evaluating qmantita-
tively the effect of these factors on the electron density in a chelated 
molecule, therefore* it is not possible to predict the extent to which the 
reactivity of a chelated ligand is altered. 
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k xnudMr of aninoacld esters tbat can torn chelates with oetal 
ions liair« been foond to be easily b^ rdrolyzed, where as the iQrdrolyeifl 
of esters having only one oxygen donor atoB per aolecule was found to 
be coa^ aratlvely uneffeeted bgr the nets! ions* In the l^^olysis of 
esters it is assomed that first of all a aietal chdate is ^ rmed and 
afterwards this e!yste% ie. uetal chelate ring^  tindergoes hydrolysis 
through a nucleophilic process e*g« the l^ drolysis^  of (T^  •aadnoaeid 
esters in the pB region 7-8 is negligible bat in the presence of Mtal 
ions such as Cu(II)« Co(IX)« Ifo(XI) or Oa(ZX) rate of i^ rdrolysis increases 
to a n»xiinni& value* The rate of hydrolysis further increases by increasing 
the metal tester z^ tio and it attains a maxiroim value vhaa the ration 
becomes 1t1* It can, therefore, be ooncluded that the mte determining 
step is the hydrolysis of the 1s1 species. Tto reaction was found to be 
Independent of tuffer concentration but dependent on pH. changes. 
The aechanisa of hydrolysis of esters and amides is qpaite 
similar. The hydrolysis of glycine amide hydrochloride in buffer (NagCo^ -f 
NaHCo^ ) solution can be observed within the pH range 7.9-9.3 and the 
rate of hydrolysis is Increased with Cu(II) and to a lesser eaefcent Isy 
Co(II) and lli(Il). This effect of metal ions on the rate of hydrolysis 
8 4 
of aaide, (^ci&anida) is sarpriaixi^ small when co^azvd idth the 
•ffeet oh the rate of l^ clrolysia of eaters. But emn than it can be 
postulated that in both the oases the aBchaoism is oiBdler* 
the firee aiaide groups in bis (a^aragine) platiimm (IZ) az« 
easlljf^  l^rolyaed by hot dilute alkali^  as obvious froo the reaotiont 
ptc 
H, 
^—(H—CHgCOm^ 
5-0 
J-CHg* CO 
2-
The rate of hydrolysis of the neutral chelate is approxioeitely twice 
that of the firee asperagine anion. Particularly in tM.8 very case it 
I 
is possible that the effect of the netal ion is ssmll when coa$>ared 
with the charge effect. 
The inportance of metal ions in the l^rol^is of aaidet is 
aoreobvious fron the exaa^e of phsnylalanyi^ina aiside. It tnns found 
to undergo ring closure to fom > benayl • 2,5-diJcoto-piperailne in the 
absence of »etal ions as it is obvious from the reaotioni 
129 
H g 
H^to COMCHgCON^ .eUliona ^ V ^ 
On thft other hand in ths pr«8aned of Co(II) at pH 5,0, tht proton«t«d 
form of the anid* underwent hgrdrolyais r««&tioiw at both tha patida 
aM ftfflida bonds* 
H^dHCOHHCSgCON^ (fc^C^H^ 
ftijCHcaiHgOOjiiiit^ 
7 
Thaaa hydroXytic reactions ware cnopertitiva with the ring olosure 
reaction* In this ease although the atxnoture of the infcermediate 
86 
eoipoQjnd is not known but It megr be saggasted that reaiction proceeds 
through the Cu(XI) chelate intermediate. 
Mazgr rastal ions are known to form coii9)lexea with peptides, tet 
the structures oi these coi^p3.eates are siostly unknown end maxsy propowd 
chelate structures are purely- speculative* fhe hjrdrolysis ot dipeptides 
and tripeptides in the preseme of a nomber of aetel ions, especially 
in the lanthanide s^ies, was investigated in alkaline vediun in an 
Aacl 1 
(UH^ -iJiH^ eL) buffer .In the presence of an equivalent concentration 
of netal ion^  the rate of iigi^ rolysis of glyeyilene was found to be 
greater with CMriam (iv) than with coriun (XXX). Xn these eaqperinents 
the aetal ion exists in the form of a hydroxide gel. Althoui^ chelate 
fonsation between the mtal ioa and the peptide tras postulated to es^ ilain 
the results of the kinetic studies, the reaction ^ tem is too ooiiplex 
for any such simple interpretation of the kinetic data. 
A novel aethod has been worked out recently for the hgrdrolysis 
of the N-teminal aidnoaeid residues of simple peptides. The cationic 
chelate was found to react readily with peptides in aqueous solution 
at pH 7.5 and at 65.0^ C. 2he rate of l^rolysis is pH as well as te^ pera^  
ture dependent and the eoorse of the reaction can be followed 
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spectrophotometrically. The N-terndnal aadnosusid group tbat l8 
bydrolyzed £ro» the peptide chein terms a ecbced ligftiid chelate with 
the CO(IZZ) chelate^Ilaxs althoa^ the details of the msehasim have 
not been estatilishedy chelation mast be the drifing force for the 
reactiont 
€0(trien){m)(E^0) - KHCHL* 
J 
(trien) C0< 
H, 
IH 
NHCHC 
R 
B' 
0 
CHCO 
An area of considerable inqportance in which a great deal of work hae 
been carried out cono^ms the role of xietal ions in the reactions of 
oetal activated peptides^^^^. 
The interaction of anddes with metal ions in the alkaline range 
have been studies nsing polarographic net hods and has been described 
in Chapter I. Recent work on the reactions of chelated ligands created 
interast to study the kjnlro3ysls of different aoides in thd alkaline 
mediuffi and in th« presence of different metal ions. The studies 
described here constitute a part of the work which has been started 
in these laboratories to study the kinetics and mechanism of the 
chelat«i organic ligands. The studies related with the hydxolyais 
of amides are also iitportant iMcause they stow biuret reaction in 
the alkaline medium which is also a general reaction of proteins. 
132 
B X P E f t l M E M T A L 
8 
A two neckad flask was tis«d for earning oot thd IsQrdrolysis of 
aatidos and inmeraed in a paraffin oil thermostate (Frafgrate 
Mdchanik Medingen) * f be nitrogen gas vas babbled through the reaetion 
vessel with a fixed ratoj* so, that no trace of aimoonia left in the 
reaction vessel* and after passing through a condenser the gas was 
passed in 0.05 M Hoi to absorb the anmonia gas* 7he ainount of arancmia 
evolved, during tfee reaction, vas deteiwined agpectrophotonetrieally 
at 450 using IIeaaler«£>-.a3agent {B.D,H,). Baush end Loiab spectronic 
20 xias used for epectrophotoaetric oeasurements. 
Preparation of Sdutionsi 
Stock solutions of ocoRpemitrate nickel ofaloride 
(0.10H), oobiatnitrate (0.im), sine sulphate (O.IOM) and sodium 
hgrdroxide (l.OM) were prepared bsr dissolving .AnaloR (B.D.H.) grade 
•aterial in boiled conductivity water. O.Z(M stock solution of salieylaaide 
(Hopkin and WilliaBS Ltd., England), aalonamide (preparation is given 
in lirst chapter) and formaaide (E.Merck) were prepared and were dlaLdied 
to the required concentrations by the boiled conductivity water. 
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Differ«nt sets of observations vere taken for stvtdying 
the rate of hydrolysis of aaddes in the presence as well as in the 
absence of bivalent aetal ions. 
the results are given in the following tables and finest 
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Effect of concentration on the tQrdPolyais of foraemide 
Tine in 
btti^rmk oonowitraiipns of fbfawpide' ftj&I^ ^ ^ 
Bdnntes x.10^  
15 5.97 3.19 1.71 0.92 
30 10.03 5.56 2.98 1.49 
45 14.63 7.31 3.85 1.84 
60 17.78 8.23 4.42 2.015 
75 20.15 8.58 2.059 
90 21.46 8.62 4.73 2.15 
120 21.72 8,62 4.73 2.15 
150 21.72 8.62 4.73 2.15 
180 21.72 8.62 4.73 2.15 
Value of k« 5.71x10"^  6.096»10"^  6.1912x10"^  6.133x10" 
where x denotea the amount of NH. evolved during the course of reaction 
ip all cases. ^ 
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Effect of ten^rature on the ligrdrolysla of fornaniide 
Concentration of formiBld© (a) « 1.666x10'*% 
Time in 
E t i m t e s 70®C 75°C 
SBba OA 
80®C 85®C 90®G 
x.10^  3C.10^  x.10^  x.10^  
15 1.05 1.38 1.71 2.01 2.2 
30 1.^4 2.49 2.93 3.68 4.03 
45 2.41 3.36 3.85 5.16 5.6 
60 2.72 , 3.99 4.42 6.3 6.92 
75 2.89 4.32 4.69 7.18 7.98 
90 3.022 4.47 4.73 7.88 8.68 
120 3.066 4.53 4.73 8.24 9.2 
150 3.066 4.53 4.73 8.24 9.54 
100 3.066 , 4.53 4.73 8.24 9.54 
Value of k" 3.^ /1x10" 5.182x10' 6.1912x10"^  8.261x10"^  9.18x10" 
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Effect of copper on the lydrolysis of fornaaiido 
Concentration of formandde (ft) . 1.666 X 10"^ 
Tiffie 
minatea < 
m^ 
3.266x10"^ 
terew concetti 
0,533x10"'^  0.8 X 
au 
1.066x10*^ H 1.33x10'M 
x.10^  x.10^  x.10^  
15 Ii93 3.11 3.2 3.23 3.24 
30 
1 
3.5 5.64 5.73 5.82 5.95 
45 4.73 7.57 7.31 7.39 8.18 
60 5.732 8.31 7.88 8.27 10.24 
75 6.52 S.75 8.1 8.9? 11.64 
90 7*m 8.97 8.14 9.45 12.3 
120 7.44 9.19 8.15 9.67 12.52 
150 7.46 9.41 8.15 9.72 12.56 
lao 7.53 9.63 8.15 9.76 12.61 
210 7.57 9.85 8.15 9.81 12.65 
Value of km 7.442x10"^  13.127x10"^  12.94x10"^  13.9x10"' 15.005x10" 
101 
T A B L E - 4 
Bffeot of zinc on the hydrolysis of foneandde 
Coneentration of foraiantid© (a) « 1.666 X 10*% 
Time in 
ffiinutds 0.533xl0"'®M 0.8 X 10"% 1,066x10*% 1.33x10*% 1.6x10*% 
x.10^  x.10^  x.10^  x.lO^  x.10^  
15 0.83 1.1 1.48 2.1 2.36 
30 rM 4; 11 
45 ' 2.19 2.67 3.46 4.94 5.47 
60 2.63 3.32 4.12 5.82 6.48 
75 2.98 3.^9 4.55 6.48 7.22 
90 3.2 4.33 4.86 7.0 7.79 
120 3.37 4.64 5.04 7.35 8.14 
150 3.5 4.81 5.21 7.57 8.32 
180 3.63 4.99 5.39 7.75 8.45 
210 3.77 5.16 5.56 7.92 8.58 
Value of k* 3.3d5xlO"^  4.061x10*^  5.429x10""^  8.095x10*^  9.167x10"^  
T A B L E - 5 
Effect of nickel on the hydrolysis of formaroide 
Concentration of fornamide (a) « 1.666 x lo"^ 
TiK© in 
Btinutes 0,g66x10'^ M 0.533x10'^ 0.8 x lO'^ M 1.066x10*^ 1.33x10"^ M 
X.10" X.10- t.10^  X* 10^  c.kP 
15 1.05 1.1 1.15 1.14 1.18 
30 1.9 1.93 1.97 2.1 2.19 
45 2.58 2.63 2.76 2.77 2.98 
60 3.21 3.19 3.41 3.15 3.54 
75 3.52 3.63 3.94 3.U 4.03 
90 3.78 3.98 4.29 3.67 4.42 
120 4.01 4.16 4.51 3.79 4.59 
150 4.01 4.16 4.51 3.79 4.59 
180 4.01 4.16 4.51 3.79 4.59 
210 4*01 4.16 4.51 3.79 4.59 
Value of k e 3.92x10"^  4.16x10"^  4.15x10"^  4.42x10"^  4.49x10" 
101 
T A B L E - 6 
Effect of lonio strength on tfea hydrolysis of foraaBide 
Conce«tration of forfflamide (a) » 3.333x10""®M 
Time la Different seta of Ionic strength in case of formamide 
xainutes Q M JS*52 QJ& 
X . 
15 3.68 2.5 2.15 5.97 
30 13.33 10.85 10.8 10.83 
45 21.93 18.75 1S.7 14.63 
60 28.33 23.8 25.25 17.7 
75 32.43 28.55 30.1 20.15 
90 35.73 31.3 33.15 21.46 
105 3a.o» 33.9 35.9 21.72 
120 39.88 35,75 38.2 21.72 
135 41.72 37.7 40.75 21.72 
150 43.6 39.65 42.56 21.72 
Valtje of k» 7.409x10"^  5.792x10"^  5.831x10"^  6.1912x10*^  
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Effect of concentration on the feijnirolyais of salicylandde 
^ Different concentrationa of ealicylaffilde at gO^ C 
admites 6.666x10"^ . 3.333x1o"Sl 1.6665c10'"^ M 6,66x10^% 3.33*10""% 
X.10 ? x.10^  x.10^  x.10^  
15 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.015 
30 0.18 0.12 0.07 0.045 0.02 
45 0.46 0.21 0.15 0.075 0.029 
60 0.94 0.26 0.31 0.1 0.036 
75 1.76 0.35 0.54 0.122 0.0/A 
90 2.96 0.43 0.74 0.15 0.051 
120 6.74 0.63 0.92 0.19 0.059 
150 12.78 0.86 1.09 0.24 0.066 
180 21.54 1.11 1.23 0.28 0.074 
210 33.48 1.33 1.35 0.31 0.081 
240 49.12 1.54 1.5 0.35 0.088 
Value of k» 1.013x10"^  1.26x10"^  1.537x10'^  2.324x10"^  2.191x10' 
101 
Effect of 
Concentration 
T A B L E - 8 
tes^ erature on the t^ rtirolysis of salicj^ Oandde 
of salicylamide (a) « 1 .666(ic10-2m 
Tiffia in 
Biinates 
O WXJ 
80®C 
amffiff ..., 
90®G 
x.10^  x.10^  x.lO^  
15 0.025 0.03 0.16 0.21 
30 0.068 0.07 0.34 0.55 
45 0.139 0.15 0.533 1.05 
60 0.244 0.31 0.743 1.75 
75 0.375 0.54 0.962 2.65 
90 0.533 0.74 1.198 3.7 
120 0.664 0.92 1.452 4.9 
150 0.785 1.09 1.679 6.3 
180 0.93 1.23 1.881 7.55 
210 1.07 1.35 2.065 8.65 
240 1.22 1.47 2.26 9.75 
Value of k« 1.675x10'^  1.537x10"^  7.182x10"^  11.233x10" 
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Effect of copper on the hydrolysis of salicylfimido 
Concenlaration of ssllcylaniide (a) - 1.666x10"^ M 
Tiffle in 
minutee 
. mi 
0.266x10"*^  0.533x10"^ . 0.8 XIO^ M^ 1, 1.33x10-^ M 
x.10^  x.lO^  x.10^  x.lO^  
t5 0.035 0.035 0.0525 0.044 0.009 
30 0.0965 0.105 0.1225 0.1055 0.044 
45 0.1755 0.19^ 0.2015 0.1845 0.114 
60 0.2305 0.315 0.298 0.281 0.2015 
75 0.403 0.429 0.4645 0.456 0.298 
90 0.543 0.534 0.544 0.5435 0.3855 
120 0.7095 0.6215 0.6S25 0.631 0.491 
. 150 0.876 0.709 0,702 0.7185 0.5955 
180 1.043 0.797 0.781 0.806 0.7005 
210 1.209 0.834 0.8595 0.8835 0.8055 
24C 1.349 0.971 0.9385 0.981 0.9105 
270 1.489 1.059 1.018 1.069 1.016 
Value of k« 0.244x10"^  0.244x10"^  0.244x10"^  0.244*10"^  0.?44*1C 
lOo 
T A B L £ - 10 
Effect of sine en the l^ ydrol^ is of salicyXaBiide 
ConcontafAtion of salicylaittldo (a) « 1.666x10"^ 
Tioe in -
adratas 0 8 X 1 . 0 6 6 x 1 1 .33x10*®M 1. .6x10"^ 
x.10^  x.10^  x.10^  x.10^  
15 0.0A4 0.035 0.0525 aC175 0.0265 
30 0.114 0.0965 0.1225 0.(J44 0.0705 
45 0.2015 0.1755 0.2015 0.088 0.1405 
60 0.3155 0.2805 0.29S 0.158 0.228 
75 C.403 0.395 0.526 0.325 0.474 
90 0.4905 0.5035 0.6400 0.544 0.588 
120 0.578 0*614 0.745 0.648 0.693 
150 0.6655 0.701 0.8325 0.736 0.7975 
180 0.753 0.7885 0.92 0.8235 0.9025 
210 0.8405 0*876 1.(W75 0.911 1.C075 
240 0.928 0.9635 1.095 0.9985 1.1125 
270 1.0155 1.0510 1.1825 1.086 1.2475 
Value of ke 0.2214x10"^  0.2214x10"^  0*2214x10"'^  0.2214x10"^  0.2214x10" 
101 
T A B L E - 11 
Effect of nickel on the hyiiiro3ysis of aalicylaaide 
Gonoentratlon of aalieylsunide (a) « 1«666x10~^ M 
TiH» in 
udnutes 
-
0.5333d 0.8 X lO^ M^ 1.066x1 1.33x10"^ M 1.6x10"*^  
x.10^  x.10^  x.10^  x.10^  
15 0.044 0.053 0.044 0.027 0.035 
30 0.106 0.123 0.114 0.071 0.088 
45 0.185 0.202 0.211 0.141 0.158 
60 0.281 0.298 0.342 0 . ^ 0.237 
75 0.500 0.526 0.499 0.368 0.421 
90 0.597 ,0.631 0.684 0.499 0.535 
120 0.693 0.736 0.815 0.596 0.639 
150 0.709 0.841 0.929 C.643 0.736 
180 0.886 0.946 1.034 0.789 0.833 
210 0.983 1.051 1.139 0.886 0.929 
240 1.079 1.156 1.244 0.982 1.026 
270 1.176 1.261 1.349 1.079 1.122 
Value of k- 0.226at10"^  0.226x10*^  0,226x10"^  0.226x10**^  0.226x10"^  
102 
T A B L E - 13 
Sffect of coneesitffation on the l^jrdrol^ '^sis of nuslcaigadde 
liffis in 
xnimtes 
- , at gp C 
6^ 666x10""^  0.833x10'"^ M 
c.10^  X X.1 
15 4.069 3.938 2.145 1.575 
30 7.256 4.115 2.800 
45 11.419 10.45 5.865 3.894 
60. 14.738 13.381 7.440 4.856 
75 17.888 15.963 8.709 5.600 
90 20.819 18.194 9.759 6.169 
120 23.400 19.331 10.284 6.519 
150 25.3^ 19i841 10.634 6.694 
leo 26.856 20.06 10.854 6.738 
210 28.081 21.24 10.986 7.34 
Value of k« 4.186x10**^  $.407x10"^  9.596x10"'^  13.88x10''-
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FIG. 12 EFFECT OF TEMP. ON THE HYDROLYSIS 
OF MALONAMIDE 
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T A B L E - 14 
Effect of tenjperaturo on th® J^ d^rolygis of malOTiaffilde 
Concentration of Balonamido (a) « 1.666 x 10"^ 
Tiiuti in 
aduutes 70®C 
mm m^, 
75^ 0 
ox ^miD' 
go^ c 85°C 99^ C 
x.10^  x.lO^  x.10^  x.io^  
1.794 2.100 2.145 2.845 3.325 
30 3.413 3.938 4.115 5.383 6.258 
45 4.945 5.382 5.865 7.483 8.708 
60 6.345 6.738 7.440 9.320 10.638 
75 7, $70 7.876 a. 709 10.545 11.989 
90 8.665 8.751 9.759 11.203 12.514 
120 9.410 9.276 10.284 11.640 12.822 
150 9.846 9.626 10.634 11.903 12.997 
180 10.021 9.801 10.854 12.078 13.031 
210 10.065 9.89 10.986 12.253 13.075 
Value of k« 7.703x10'^  8.89x10*^  9.596x10"^  13.15x10"^  16.18*1{ 
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T A B L S - 15 
Effect of copper on the Iqnirclysis of aalonandde 
Concentration of zsalonaiside (a) * 1.666x10-^ 14 
Tliae in 
isinutea 
$Q, C 
0.533x10"% O.S alO"^ 1.066x10"'^ M 1.33x10"% 1.6x10*^ 14 
X.10" X.10' x.lO" X.10" x.10^  
15 3.106 3.063 2.581 2.186 2.056 
30 5.319 5.513 4.769 4.113 3.850 
AS 8,049 7.744 6.694 5.688 • 5.294 
60 10.023 9.669 8.487 7.038 6.519 
75 11.425 11.194 9.712 8.006 7.306 
90 12.387 12.419 10.499 8.662 7.875 
120 12.781 13.294 11.387 9.012 8.225 
150 12.956 13.644 11.649 9.187 8.488 
Valtie of k« 8.692x10'^  9.348x10"^  11.33x10*^  13.92x10*^  14.8x10" 
-1 -n 2 X -n > m m 
Log(a/a-x )X10 -3 
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T A B L E - 16 
Effect of zixoi on the I^rol^sis of nalonanidd 
Concentration of aalonajnide (a) « 1.666x10"^ 
Siae in 
Bdnutes 
Different concentrationa of zinc at 80^ C 
0.533x10''^ M O.S x10"% 1,066x10^ M 1.33x10'^ !! 1,6x10^ M 
x.lO' X.10- X.10- c.10^  t.10^  
15 2.668 2.581 2.669 2.800 2.713 
30 4.769 4.681 4.856 5.119 4.944 
45 6.694 6.606 6.650 7.219 7.00 
60 8.487 8.313 8.006 9.144 8.794 
75 9.7^ 9.538 9.012 10.544 9.899 
90 io;$o6 10.413 9.7563 1^.-594 10.949 
120 11.556 10.807 10.106 12.075 11.299 
150 11.287 10.982 10.217 12.294 11.475 
Va3ue of k* 11.43x10 11.153110*^  11.49x10^  11.81x10*"^  12.24x10"^  
T A B L E - 17 
Effect of nick^ on the hydrolysis of malonamide 
Concentration of maXonajnldQ (a) - 1.66&c10*'M 
101 
Tiass in 
minutes 0.533x10*®M 0.8 1.066x10"^ M 
10? X* 10^  X* 10^  X.10-
15 2,406 2.363 2.581 2.363 2.494 
30 4.594 4.4^ 3 4.6S1 4..463 4.594 
45 6.431 6.300 6.60^  6.300 6.519 
60 S.006 7.939 8.4 8.05 8.313 
75 9.231 9.164 9.713 9.275 9.581 
90 10.233 10.0S3 10.763 10.238 10.538 
120 10.675 10.52 11.113 10.588 11.03 
150 10.85 10.695 11.288 10.763 11.244 
Value of k*» 10.74x10 ,-3 10.39x10-^  11.1x10"*^  10.32x10*^  10,31x10"^  
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T A B L E - / d 
Effect of lonio strength on the of tsaS^ amjuiie 
Concentratioa of aalonamlde (a) « 3.333x10'"^ M 
Time in 
njnutes 
Different aeta of Ionic strength in case of stalonanide 
0.66 0.5-i 0.40 0.0 
x.10^ 
15 1.52 0.7 0.8 3.94 
30 7.0 4.54 4.76 7.26 
45 12.34 8.94 8.72 10.45 
60 17.1 13.34 12.92 13.38 
75 20.7 16.68 16.14 15.96 
90 24.1 19.9 19.24 18.19 
105 26.9 22.76 21.98 19.33 
120 29.58 25.56 24.42 19.84 
135 29.7 27.96 26.64 20.52 
150 31.0 29.65 28.6 20.5 
Value of k» a.3ixio"^  5.4^10"^ 5.417x10"^  8.369X1C 
108 
f A B L E - 12 
Effect of Ionic atrengfeh on thd l^ ydrolyeis of aalicylamtde 
Concentration of salicylaiRlide (a) « 3.333x10* M 
in Piffgrant sote of Ionic stfeP-gfch Jji eaae of salicylsffilde. 
x.lO^  x.10^  
15 1»3 0.14 0.08 0.04 
30 2.1 0.37 0.19 0.12 
45 2.4 0.52 0.32 0.21 
60 2.8 0.74 0.45 0.26 
75 3.0 0.93 0.72 0.35 
90 3.3 1.18 0.94 0.43 
105 3.5 1.37 1.12 0.63 
120 3.8 1.52 1.30 0.86 
135 4.2 1.7 1.5 1.11 
150 4.75 2.1 1.75 1.33 
Value of k« 19.8x10"^  3.44*10"^  1.978x10*''^  1.537*10*^  
D i s c u s s i o n 
10 
Th« vork on the hjdrolysis of anid«s was carried oat in 
alkaline nedium. Those amides were selected for this study vhose 
eoisplex forioation with copper has been described in the first chapter. 
The rate constants were obsenred at different concentrations of amides, 
at differejA tenjjeratures and also in solxitions of different ionic 
strengths. The calculations of the rate constants and other factors 
/ 
were aiade h^ using the cospiter IBM 1130. The behaviour of s&alonamide 
is e3(|>ected to be different from fpnsamide and salicylaadde and hence 
the discussion is given separately, 
•^ kaline Hydrolysis of Forttaadde and Solicylaaddft} 
The kinetics of hydrolysis of fozttatoide and salicylamide was 
found to obey the first order equation with respect to the amide 
concentration (vide tables 1^7). The Results are sunmarised in 
the following tablesj 
IK' 
E£f«ct of conoentrations of amides 
Conc^ itrationa of 
fonD8sdde 
Value of k at 
80OC. 
Concentrations of 
saXieyla8d.de 
Value of k at 
80OG. 
6.666 X 5.71 X 10^  6.666 X 10^ 1.013 X lO'^  
3.333 X lO^ M 6.096 X 3.333 * 1.26 X 
1.666 X 6.1912 X 10^  1.666 X 15®M 1.537 X 
0.833 X l5^ M 6.133 X 6.66 X 2.324 X 
Effect of teiBperatare on the l^rolysls of onddes 
Xei^ erature Value of k for formanide Value of k for aalicylamide 
(a) - 1.666 X 10-% (a) « 1.666 x 1 0 ^ 
70®C 3.671 X 
75®C 5.182x10^ 1.675 x 15^ 
80®C 6.1912 X 1.537 x ib^ 
85®C 8.261 X 7.182 x 
90®C 9.18 11.233 x 15^ 
I l l 
Effect of ionic strength on tli» l^ srdrolysis of awides 
Ionic str«igth Value of k for fomaodde 
at 80®C & (a) «6.666x10"% 
Value of It for salicylamide 
(ft) « 3.333x10""^  at 80OC. 
0.66 7.409 X 10^  19^ 8 X 
0.53 5.792 X 10^  3.44 X 
0.40 5.831 X 10^  1.979 X 10^ 
0.0 6.191 X 10^ 1.537 X 
Activation Snergy, Frequency factor and &ntrop;sr of the aiaides 
Andde E A - ^ ^ (entropy unit) 
k,oalB, /sec, 90*^ 0 sfo 80*'g 
FonwdBide 3.290 5.62x10^  70.681 70.864 71.412 71.740 
Salicylaaide 6.909 1.26x10^  74.672 75*739 78.794 78.593 
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It le clear Aron the results that the rate constant depends 
upon the concentration of respective amides and this variation may be 
due to the change of the dielectric constant of the mediun, which could 
not be controlled during the course of reaction. The effect of the 
ionic strength and the ten^ e^rature was also studied and the results 
have been used to evaluate the entropy, frequency factor end the 
\1 
activation energy (vide figureS^ ^^ ^^ jq^ .^ The plot of ionic strength 
against - log k (vide figure rs ) shows that the reaction takes place 
between a molecule and an ion and confirms the &>llowing siechanism 
. If „ OH + C - MH-^  HO - C - NHq . HO - C • KIL 
I 2 I 2 I « 
H H H 
S - C • NH^ t 
I 3 ' H 
11 
OH . 
KH, 
OH 
OH 
in 
NH, 
(fe the basis of the abova aechanism it is easpeeted that the electron 
attracting groups with accelerate and electron releasing groups retard 
the reaction. I^ his point is conilrmed by coopering the activation 
energy data of fonoamide and salicylaznide* 
The effect of some bivalent raetalions on the hydrolysis was 
also studied in aU the three amides* The influence of ci^ peri sdncj 
and nickel vas Investigated on the l^ ydrolysis of formamide at 80°C. 
It was fcwnd that the value of rate constant increases by the addition 
of copper and it goes on increasing I^QT Jncreasing the concentration of 
metalion in the systea. On the other hand in presence of zinc the rate 
11 f 
constant first of all decreasea from its initial valxie and aftdr 
that it increases by increasing the eoncerttration of ssinc ions in 
the systeffi but in case of nickel the rate constant remains alisost 
unaltered Igr varying the concentration of nickel in the system. 
The effect of copper, zinc and nickel on the hydrolysis 
of selicyiaiBide was studied and it was observed that they promote 
the reaction rate alnwst to the same extent and the change in 
concentration of met aliens does not alter the rate constant for any 
particular set. 
The hydrolysis of nalonamide was studied under siadlar 
conditions as those for salicylanlde and formamide. The rate constant 
and other factors were calculated in the usual way and are given in 
the following table: 
11 
Sffeet of coRcentration of malonajnid© on it a hydrolysis at 80®C 
Concentapationa of malonamido Value of k for roalonamide 
6.666 X 10^ 4.186 X 
3.333 X 8.407 X 
1.666 X lO^ M 9.596 X 10^  
0.833 X 10^ 13.88 X 
Bffact of temperature on the bydrolysis of laalonaiidde (a)«1.666x10^ M 
Temper&tture Value of k 
70®C 7.703 X 10^  
75®C 8.89 X # 
80®C 9.596 X 
85®C 13.150 X 
90®C 16.18 X 
172 
Effect of Ionic strengtb on the hydrolysis of fflalonamido(a)e3.3333i:l5% at 80®C 
Ionic strength Value of k 
0.66 a.31 X 
0.53 5.44 c 10^  
0.40 5.417 X 10^  
0.0 8.369 3t 
The variation of the rate constant is found to depend upon the 
concentration^  te^erature and ionic strength. The change in the 
rats constant id.th concentration aay be due to change of the dielectric 
constant of the roediun as in ease of formamide and 8ali<^ lamide. The 
mechanism in this case my be esqprassed in a way similar to that of 
formamide end salioylamide by the following scheme J 
ii: 
C * 
MaOH 
Sxoefis 
C - OH 
mJ 
Excess NaCH 
/COOa 
HpC< + NH, 
COOH 
fho effect of copper, ainc and nickel was also studied on the 
rate of h^srdrcOLysia of nalenamide and it was obsertred that the rate of 
hydrolysis increases in presence of laetalions and follow the ioequality. 
Cu (n) > Zn (II) > Ki (11) 
Activation Energy, fS*e«3piency factor & Entropy of malonaMde 
Anide E A A S( entropy ttnit) 
k.oals. /see. 90"C 85^ 0 80^ 0 75^ 0 
Malonafflide 9.340 6.3x10^  59.530 69,917 70.519 70.643 
c 
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Polarographic studies on the copper-threonine complex in alkaline medium 
Copper(II) forms a violet complex with proteins in alkahne medium The 
reaction, known as the "biuret test , has been used for about a century for the q uahtat i ve 
and quantitative determination of proteins^ The reaction has been mostly studied by 
spectrophotometnc methods but the polarographic method was found especially 
suitable for the study of the violet complexes formed by the interaction of copper(II) 
with certain amides, ammo acids and related compounds^ The present communica-
tion deals with the polarographic studies on the copper(II)-threonYne complex m 
alkaline medium 
Experimental 
Stock solutions of copper nitrate (0 2 M) and potassium nitrate (1 0 M) were 
piepared by dissolving B D H ( A R ) material m conductivity water L-threonme 
(pure, L Light and Co , Ltd ) was dissolved in conductivity water to prepare a 0 20 M 
stock solution Polarograms were taken m a solution containing 0 6 M NaOH and 
also m phosphate buffer solution m the pH range 11 — 12 3^ 
Polaiographic measurements were made using a Fisher Elecdropode All 
polarograms (Fig 1) were taken m a phosphate buffer solution of pH 11 8 Triply 
024 03 04 05 06 07 08 
A P P L I E D POTENTIAL (Vo l t s ) 
F i g 1 P o l a i o g r a m s of 1 mM C u ( N 0 3 ) 2 m L Ihreonme solution and buffer p H = l I 8 (I) 0 16 M (H) 
0 1 4 M ( I I I ) 0 1 2 M ( I V ) O I O M , (V) 0 08 M 
distilled mercury was used m the dropping mercury electrode and the saturated calo-
mel electrode was used as a reference electrode Purified nitrogen gas was bubbled 
through the solution to remove dissolved oxygen The temperature was maintained 
at 30 + 0 r c m a thermostat N o maximum suppressor was required as no maxima 
were observed m this case 
J Lkclioanal C f e m , 27 (1970) 471-473 
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0 32 
E 1 / 2 ( V ) 
F i g 2 (I) Logdr i thmic analys is o f l h e reduction wave , CU (N 0 3 ) 2 = 1 m M , threonine = 0 16 M , buffer p H = 
1 1 8 (II) C o n c n function of half-wave potential C u ( N 0 3 ) 2 = 1 m M , buffer p H = 11 8 
Results and discussion 
The poldrograms are shown in Fig 1 The reveisibihty of the reduction pro-
cess was determined from the plot of Fig 2 curve I Straight hnes were obtained with 
a slope of 0 035 V 
The dissociation of the copper-threonme complex may be represented by the 
general equation 
Cu(Th)^  = Cu2-'+pTh-
where T h " represents the threonate, C H ^ - C H j - C H - C O O " ion and p is the number 
I I 
O H NH2 
of moles of threonine which combine with one mole of Cu(II) Following the treat-
ment of Kolthoff and Lingane®, a straight line of slope 0 032 V was obtained on plot-
ting the half-wave potential vs - log [threonine] This slope corresponds to p = 1 ; e , 
one mole of threonine is bound with one mole of copper(II) to form the complex 
On this basis the formula of the complex may be represented as 
CH,- CH, — CH —COO 
OH 
J Electioanal Chem 2 7 ( 1 9 7 0 ) 4 7 1 - 4 7 3 
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It may be noted that in a relatively low pH range only - N H 2 and - C O O " 
groups are involved in the formation of the blue complex"' but as the pH is raised the 
- OH group also participates m complex formation and the colour of the solution 
changes to violet 
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Polarographic studies on copper(II)-forinainide complex in alkaline medium 
This work is a continuation of our studies of the copper complexes of amides 
and ammo acids^ m aqueous alkaline medium 
Formamide and its derivatives have been used as non-aqueous solvents for 
the study of the polarographic behaviour of a number of metal ions' The copper 
complex of formamide (unstable in aqueous medium) in anhydrous alcoholic medium 
has been reported^ as having the composition Cu(HCONH2)2Cl2 Formamide gives 
a soluble, bluish violet complex in the presence of 0 42 M sodium hydroxide At 
lower concentrations of sodium hydroxide a precipitate was obtained 
Experimental 
Stock solutions of copper nitrate (0 1 M) and potassium nitrate (1 0 M) were 
prepared by dissolving the reagent grade salts m conductivity water Copper nitrate 
was standardized lodometrically Formamide ( p a , E Merck) was dissolved m 
conductivity water and a stock 1 M solution was prepared Alkali was added to the 
reaction mixture just before recording the polarogram 
Polarographic measurements were made using the Fisher Elecdropode with 
an SCE as a reference electrode Triply distilled mercury was used m the dropping 
mercury electrode Oxygen-free nitrogen was bubbled through the test solution for 
deaeration Triton X-100 (0 008 %) was used as a maximum suppressor The temper-
J Ehctroanal C/jem, 28 (1970) 450-452 
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100 0 
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Fig 1 P o l a r o g r a m s o f 0 0025 M C i i ( N 0 3 ) 2 i i i f o i m a m i d e s o I n (1)0 5 (II) 0 4, (IJI) 0 3 ( I V ) 0 2 (V) 0 1 M 
dt 0 4 2 M sodium hydroxide 
dture was kept constant at 30 + 0 1°C in a thermostat (Mechanik Prufgerate Me-
dingen) 
Results and discussion 
Polarograms (Fig 1) were taken using different concentrations of formamide 
with a 0 42 M concentration of sodium hydroxide, 0 0025 M copper-nitrate, 0 1 M 
potassium nitrate and 0 008% Triton X-fOO A plot of the apphed potential vs 
- l o g [i/(!d —0] gives a straight line, according to eqn (1), with slope 0 15 V (Fig 2, 
curve I) 
E,, = E^-2 3RT/naFlog[i/{i,-i)-] (1) 
The reduction of the complex is irreversible but the variation of the half-wave potential 
can be used for determining the composition of the complex by the use of the relation^ 
AE, /Mogc, = -q{2 3 RT/naF) (2) 
where a is the transfer coefficient A straight line with a slope of 0 30 V was obtained 
(Fig 2 curve II) on plotting i;s — log [formamide] This suggests that two moles of 
formamide combine with one g ion of copper (II) to form a complex which may be 
represented as 
HCOH2NV /NH2OCH 
H O " 
On varying the concentration of copper 10ns keeping other variables constant the 
usual linear relationship between concentration and total diffusion current was 
obtained 
J Elect,oanal C/iem, 28 (1970) 450-452 
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Slope=015 
F i g 2 (I) L o g a r i t h m i c ana ly s i s of the reduct ion w a v e 0 0 0 2 5 M C u ( N 0 3 ) 2 , 0 5 M f o r m a m i d e , 0 42 M 
N a O H , (II) c o n c n func t ion of 0 0025 M C u ( N 0 3 ) 2 , 0 4 2 M N a O H 
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Polarographic studies of copper(II)-salicylamide complex in alkaline medium 
The violet complexes of copper with biuret, diacidamides, peptides, proteins 
and related compounds have been studied by spectrophotometnc methods^ The 
polarographic method has been found to be of special importance and has been used 
successfully for the study of the composition and stability of these complexes^ 
The work on copper (Il)-salicylamide complex m alkaline medium described in this 
paper is a continuation of our previous work on such compounds^ 
Experimental 
A 0 2 M solution of sahcylamide (Hopkin and Williams L t d , England) was 
prepared by dissolving 1 3714 g m K N O 3 solution in a 50-ml flask by the addition 
of a few drops of N a O H solution Other chemicals used were of AnalaR (B D H ) 
grade All solutions were made m conductivity water Fuchsm (0 0005%) and potas-
sium nitrate were used as maximum suppressor and supporting electrolyte, re-
spectively A concentration of 0 65 N sodium hydroxide in the test solution was 
obtained by adding 6 5 ml of 1 0 iV N a O H solution just before starting the polaro-
gram Sahcylamide was found not to hydrolyse within the time required for taking 
a polarogram by carrying out thin-layer chromatography^ of the test solution 
Polarograms were taken using a Fischer Elecdropode (sensitivity 5 x ) using 
a dropping mercury electrode m conjunction with a saturated calomel electrode 
The temperature was kept constant within + 0 1 ° C in a Universal Thermostat 
Mechanik Prufgerate Medingen All the polarograms were taken after de-aeration 
of the test solution with purified nitrogen 
Results and discussion 
The polarograms (Fig 1) show that the copper-salicylamide complex is 
reversibly reduced at the dropping mercury electrode The reversibility of the reduc-
tion process was tested by using the equation 
=£,-(0 060/n)log[i/(ia-0] (1) 
J Electroanal Chem, 22 (1969) 424-426 
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0 5 0 6 ' 0 7 
Appl ied potential (volts) 
F i g 1 P o l a r o g r a m s of 1 n i M C u ( N O i ) 2 m sal icylamide soln (I) 0 0 4 M , (II) 0 0 3 6 M , (III) 0 0 3 2 iW, (IV) 
0 0 2 8 M , (V) 0 024 M [ N a O H ] = 0 65 M 
16 
rin 
"D 
E 
I ^ I 
14 
0 4 
13l 
0 42 
F i g 2 (I) 
[ N a O H ] = 
0 4 3 0 4 4 0 45 0 46 
Logar i thmic analysis of the reduction wave [ C u ( N 0 3 ) 2 ] = l m M , [ s a h c y l a m i d e ] = 0 0 4 M , 
= 0 65 M (II) C o n c n function of half-wave potential , [ C u ( N 0 3 ) 2 ] = I m M , [ N a O H ] = 0 65 M 
By following the treatment of Kolthoff and Lingane® a straight line of slope 
0.06 V was obtained on plotting the half-wave potential vs. — log [salicylamide]. This 
value (Fig. 2, curve I) corresponds to a one-electron electrode process and indicates 
that one mole of salicylamide is bound with one g-ion of copper(II). The probable 
structure may be represented as : 
,0H 
OH OH 
The dissociation constant of the complex was calculated from the equat ion; 
J Electroanal Chem, 22 (1969) 4 2 4 - 4 2 6 
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T A B I 1 
THER DYNAMIC PARAMblliRS A1 VARIOUS 1KMPERATLIRES 
Coni .^ 1 ra t ion of s a h c y l a m i d e , 0 0 4 M , c o n c e n t r a t i o n o f N a O H , 0 65 M 
Temp {Ei)s logK^ A F AH A S 
{"K) (V) iv) {kcal mol~ (kcalmol'^) [kcalmol-'deg-^) 
3 0 8 0 4 4 0 0 0 1 4 - 8 4 11 8 22 6 0 04 
3 1 3 0 4 4 2 0 0 2 2 - 8 2 1 1 7 22 6 0 0 4 
3 1 8 0 4 3 7 0 0 3 0 - 8 9 1 1 4 22 6 0 0 4 
3 2 3 0 4 3 4 0 0 3 6 - 7 6 1 1 3 22 6 0 0 4 
3 2 8 0 4 2 8 0 0 3 8 - 7 4 11 1 22 6 0 0 4 
where C^ is the concentration of sahcylamide, K^ the dissociation constant of the 
complex, n the number of electrons taking part in the reduction process and p 
the number of sahcylamide molecules combining with one atom of copper (II) 
The values of log K^ and other thermodynamic quantities at various tempera-
tures are given in Table 1 
The results show that the stability of the complex is inversely related to the 
temperature 
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PoIarographK studies ol copper(II)-inalonainide complex in alkaline medium 
Copper(l l) forms violet complexes with proteins, peptides, certain amides and 
related compounds m alkaline medium The reaction is known as the biuret test and 
has been used for the qualitative and quantitative analysis of proteins Spectro-
photometric methods have been used for studying the reaction, but the polarographic 
method was found to be especially suitable in determining the composition and 
stability of these complexes' ^ 
L \ perimental 
Malonamide was prepared by the method recommended by Fischer and 
Dilthey^ The white crystalline product obtained was recrystallised from alcohol 
(m p 170° C) A 0 20 M solution was prepared by dissolving 1 60 g in 50 ml of 1 0 M 
KNO3 solution Other chemicals used were of AnalaR (B D H ) grade Fuchsm 
(0 0005%) and potassium nitrate were used as maximum suppressor and supporting 
electrolyte, respectively 
A Fischer Elecdropode (sensitivity 5 x ) and a dropping mercury electrode 
0 5 0 6 07 0 8 
Applied Potentiol (volts) 
Fig 1 Poldrograms of 1 miW C U (N0 3 ) 2 in mdlonamide soln (1)0 10 (11)008 (111)006 (IV) 0 0 4 (V) 
0 0 2 M at 0 35 M N a O H 
J Electroanal Chem , 22 (1969) 424-426 
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(triply-distilled mercury) in conjunction with a saturated calomel electrode were used. 
The temperature was maintained constant within +0.1° C in a Universal Thermo-
state Mechanik Prufgrate Mechingum. All polarograms were taken after de-aeration 
of the test solution with purified nitrogen. The polarograms obtained are presented in 
Fig. 1. 
On plotting the applied potential E,,, v; log [//(i^ — i)] straight hnes were 
obtained (Fig. 2,1) with slope 0.06 V, corresponding to a one-electron electrode process 
Following the treatment of Kolthoff and Lingane"^, a straight line (Fig. 2, II) of slope 
0.06 V was obtained on plotting E^ vs. log (malonamide concn.) indicating that one 
u • 
050 
F i g 2 (I) Logar i thmic analysis of the reduction w a v e , 1 m M C u ( N 0 3 ) 2 , 0 10 M malonamide , 0 35 M N a O H 
(II) Concentrat ion function of half-wave po tent i a l , 1 m M C u ( N 0 3 ) 2 , 0 35 M N a O H 
mole of malonamide is bound with one gram-ion of copper(II) to form the complex 
which may be assigned the following structure: 
. C O - N H 
CH^ : 
O H 
C O - N H 2 O H 
The stability constant was calculated from eqn. (18), p. 214 of ref. 4. 
TABLE 1 
VALUES OF THFRMODYNAMIC QUANTITIES AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES 
T f K (EiVV iEi)JV log K, AF/kcal mor' AH/kcal mol-' AS/calmol 
308 0 4 2 2 0 014 - 7 688 10 840 
313 0 4 2 0 0 022 - 7 419 10 630 
318 0 416 0 030 - 7 126 10 370 27 542 0 054 
323 0 412 0 036 - 6 875 1 0 1 6 0 
328 0 390 0 038 - 6 4 1 5 9 629 
M a l o n a m i d e concn , 0 1 M 
N a O H c o n c n , 0 35 M 
J Electromal Chem , 23 (1969) 327-329 
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